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Protesters gather to raise awareness
By Heather Byland
News Editor
bylandh @email.uah.edu

Campus Remembrance
Ceremony honors 9/11

A group of students gathered outside the UAH University Center (UC) to raise
awareness about excessive
force on Friday, September 13
at I I :30 a.m..
"We want to make sure
that the student body is
heard," said Cedric Kolter a
senior at UAH who took part
in the demonstration. "We
want to make sure the university knows how the students
feel. I feel strongly about
what happened and we need
to do something about it,"
added Kolter, in reference to
the alleged bruises that UAH
student Jake Craft received
from a UAH police officer.
"We are not going against
the university because we
know they are doing as much
as they can right now," Kolter
added.
Students came from UAH
and other universities as well
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Department of Education
experiences new growth
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Men's soccer team splits
the weekend with 4-2 wl n
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A small group of UAH students gathered on Friday, September 13 at 11:30 a.m. to raise awareness
about alleged excessive force used by campus police when they arrested student, Jake Craft.

to protest. "I'm here protesting because the police have
become increasingly more
violent," said Mark Mizell, a
student from A&M and a
personal friend of Jake Craft.
"If they (the police) don't follow the law, then how can
they enforce the law safely

and effectively," commented
Mizell.
"This is about raising
student awareness," said
UAH senior Diana Fikar,
"I'm not anti-police, I have
great respect for police and
the law, and I think that's
what this is about."

Student numbers at the
event were few, but the students who took part in demonstration said they were
there to raise awareness. "We
are not expecting a huge turnout," said Kolter, but "a few
people can make a differPROTEST page 14

Advisor gains national recognition

MENpap5

By Carter G. Johnson

Lady Chargers push their
overall record to 3-3

News Writer
cartergjohnson@yahoo.com

Frank E. Bell, Academic
Advisor for the College of
Liberal Arts, was recently
awarded the 2002 Outstanding Advisement Certificate of
Merit by the National Academic Advisement Association (NACADA).
''The award is presented
to individuals who have demonstrated qualities associated with outstanding academic advising of students or
outstanding academic advising administration," said Julia
Q. Wolf, Program Manager
forNACADA.
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Entertainment

One Hour Photo provides
some eery entertainment

NACADA is the largest
group of international professional advisors with over
6500 members. Bell will be
formally recognized and receive his award at the 2002
NACADA National conference in Salt Lake City, Utah,
on September 29.
Bell's award is in the category of Academic Advising
- Primary Role, which is for
individuals whose primary
role at the institution is the
direct delivery of advising
services to students. There
were seven Winners and 12
Certificates of Merit awarded
in the Primary Role category.
The goal of the
NACADA National Awards
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Frank Bell , Academic Advisor for the College of liberal Arts, recently
received the 2002 Outstanding Advisement Certificate of Merit by
the National Academic Advisement Association (NACADA).

Program is to encourage
wider support and recognition of the importance of aca-

demic advising by colleges
and universities. A longerBEIJ. pap 15

Pep Band gears up for new season
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By George Olden

Big Sprtng Jam1fckets

News Writer
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Huntsville, Alabama The UAH Pep Band is gearing up for a new season and
they now have a new game
plan. Under new management, the band hopes to
make this the best year yet.
Some may ask. "Who is
the Pep Band and what do
they do?" Well, the answer
is this: the Pep Band is a
group of about 20 musically
inclined students and alumni
that like to get together and

have fun. The sole purpose
of the band is "to entertain
people," says Assistant
Band Director Brent Priddy.
Traditionally, the band plays
at hockey games and has developed quite a reputation
from them.
Last year, the Pep Band
accompanied the Charger
hockey team to the College
Hockey of America (CHA)
tournament in Niagara, New
York. There, they played in
one of their best performances and got people's attention. Charger Hockey

Head Coach Doug Ross no- home games, but they are
ticed their support and said, looking to expand their hori"I think they really help." zons. They are slated to play
However, the Chargers were at basket ball games, Day of
not the only ones to notice. Discovery, and a celebrity
In fac4 " I even had people roast. Eventually, they would
from other universities ask if like to expand to soccer games
we could play for their teams and parades. Why all of the
as weJI," Band Director Doug new gigs? Childs says, "We
Childs stated. That perfor- are trying to make the band
mance truly showed what more visible."
More recognition is what
they could do, but now they
are looking to make them- the band needs at this point,
and they need all of the help
selves even better.
The Pep Band plans to they can get. They are curreturn to the tournament this rently working to raise money
BANDpap15
year and play all of the hockey
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Education experiences

Gree 1~

S pean

By Sharon Powell
sharona1ullim@knology.11et
UAI I i ·eeing a great increase in enrollment thi semester, mcludmg an increa,e
in a depanment that often
stands in the wings behind
fields UAH is typically
known fo r: the Education
Department.
The O
Educat ion
Department's enrollment increase is the second large t
in the College of Liberal Arts
thi,; semester. Growth often
lead, to minor growing pains,
but the faculty in the Education Department is taking the
pains in stride and new Education Majors will benefit
from the faculty\ positive

By Patrick
Bobo
Gruk Columnist
snakemb/34@
hotmai/.com

The final numbers for recruitment and rush are in. For
the sororilies, Delta Zeta and Kappa Delta picked up 22
each. For the fraternities, Alpha Tau Omega has 12 new
member.. Delta Chi got eight pledges. Pi Kappa Alpha
picked up 11 guys. Sigma Nu picked up 22 new candidates. Congratulation, to C\eryone that got pledged in,
and good luck!
Delta Zeta·., Sisterhood Retreat was on September 13,
and 11 was the first ever for the new me milers. They went
to a lake house in Athens. President Leah Parker also said
on ru'>h, "Congratulation, to the guys on a good rm,h.
and congratulations to all the ne\\ member.."
Kappa Delta picked up a few girls to bring their total
new member cla-,s to 22 girls. Both the sororities got 22
thi semester. Kappa Delta has their Slip- -Slide Mixer
on Saturday with Sigma Nu Fraternity. An annual Sigma
Nu rush event, the Sigma Nus decided to pro,ide an en
core for the girls that didn't get to attend the first time
during rush.

j

I
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Piers~
.
With these high levels of
e nrollment come, a bit of a
crowding is-,ue. "It i-. a good
p roblem to have," said
Pier ma. "Although some
etas es are larger than we
would like"
Some changes have been
needed to accommodate the
new enrollees. Since no sci:-

Campus
Were you aware that the SGA
Senate application deadline Is
_____t_his week (Thursday at Noon}?

Ross Anderson

Erin Spiegel

Civil Engineering
Sophomore

Electrlcal Engineering
Freshman

"No, I had no idea. I don't think
I'd be interesting in running."

Josh Galindo
Education
Freshman

lion, were added cl

number of ,tudent teacher,
UAH i~ pn><iucmg. ·or example, there are twenty ,tu
dent teachers in the field dur
ing tha, ·cmester, and ac.cording to Piersma: that n~mber will grow to thtny dunng
the pnng ~mester. In addition, numbers in entry-level
classe!> have skyrockete~.
" We have fifty students an
our entry level classes," said

Acrosso

The Taus held their annual Toga Party on September
13. for which everyone dre-..~d up m ancient Roman""' le.
On September 14, ATO held an alumni picnic In intr.11:;.mrnl .,pons on September 7. Al'O defeuted Delta Chi Frnternity 32 - 0 m nag football. Alpha lau Omega" ill be hosting its tourth annual golf tournament on September 28 at
Municipal Golf Cour,e. Anyone interested ,hould contact Michael Km,er at 694 8080.
The Delta Chi Blood Dri\-e last "'eek wa., a huge succcs-,. The American Red Cro!-.s ran out of bags to put the
blood in, and they had to ,tart turning people away. Pre,ident Justin Scharber wanted to give a special thanks to
everyone who came out and supported the blood drive.
Delta Chi hosted their annual Red Death Party on September 14.

On September 14, the Pikes ho ted the Fir..t Annual Pi
Kappa Alpha Golf Tournament at Sunset Landing Golf
Course. The Pikes will be having their Rajun· Cajun Party
on September 21. There will be food there, as well as a DJ
and a band. See a brother for details. ln intramural ports,
Pi Kappa Alpha defeated Sigma Nu in a hard fought volleyball game to win an fFC Point.
Last Saturday, Sigma Nu ho ted their first party following rush on September 14 at the hou e. They also
have a part> scheduled for the following Friday night
after Squeal Night. Then. on Saturday, Sigma Nu has a
Slip- -Slide Mixer scheduled with Kappa Delta Sorority.
That night. the Snus will rc.-comenc at the house for their
first brotherhood re treat of the semester. The new candidate, "ill recei\e their B,g Brothe"" at this e,ent.
Sigma u and Delta ?et I Sorority ha.. e been preparing for one of their large,t fundrai,cr, of the year during
Bir Spring Jam. Thi, will be the i.econd year that the two
organi,.atiom, have teamed up to make the "Kid, Komer"
a ,uccc,,. Then on Ckto~r 4 6. Sigma Nu has another
fundrai-..er plannl!d at lalladega SuperSJ)l!edway. Thi, is
the second time Sigma u will \\Ork at the ASCAR r.icc.
On eptcmber 7. igma u defeated Pi Kappa Alpha 26 O
m intramural flag footl'iall.
Sorry about the typo la,t \\eek about Squeal i~ht.
Squeal Night is actually tomorro" night on September 20.
It should be a good time, and I \\ill write about the night's
festivities next week. Kappa Delta Meredith Hall :-.poke
on behalf of their c hapter about their excitement. "All of
our new member.. are e:iccited alx>Ut what the guys have in O
<;tore thi<. year!"

attitude and from the suppon
gi\ en from experienced Education Ma,ror-, who have laid
the path before them.
The increa~e in enrollment i a growing trend that
has remained steady for the
past two years. This increase
"demon~trates what faculty
has been committed to working towards, growing the program and building a reputation," said Dr. Mary Piersma.
UAH Education Department
Chair. According to Piersma.
·he ha been at UAH for fifteen years and this is the highest enrollment she remembers.
Official numbers are not
yet in on enrollment However, Piersma looks toward
clas enrollment and the

new gro"I

"No, I didn't know.,.

WooctyHunt
Biology
Junior

I1,1\c been enlarged
'ass._
an(!
t•ducation practic . _
been altered The ~
depanmcnt pre ent)
11111 ha, e the faculty~ doea
port new sections. H ~
if the department ~
to demon trute Srowdl, . .
fund, for additional r1e111y
may be pro\ ided, ~
to Pic""ma.
_ The growth in e ~
m the education ~ is largely seen in elClllelllly
education, but growth
al,o be found in SCCoadarJ
education areas such II Pa,:
gli-.h and History.
to Picn,ma, growth in
,lit' lc.. el enrollment IS
incrca,ing.
J'hcre are many
fo, ,tudents going i
cat 111n. One reason al
not be pinpointed to
tht• increased en101l
the present tame. Pa
a theory that may
,tudent, have a
~" e or to make a di
"<;ome new educati
ha, e commented that IIIIJ
want to ,hare a IO\e
,uhjcct with kid ," slit
Ph:r-.ma
The new education
can be a ured that the
cation department i gllll •
ha, l" them and will upplf
lhcm "ith the theory ud•
sp1r.11ion that they need
succeed.
"We rue excited they•
ht·re," said Pier-..r11a, "We behc, e that \\'C ",II preparethell
"ell.''l't'aching, according ID
Pie, ma. is the ~,t profes,.
sum in the world; it is somathmr unrque.
C\\ e nrollees will also
ha\e support a nd wisdoll
from experienced Educalicll
major!'.. Students like
Weldon, UAH Senior, can la
,een as an in piratioo
new educa ti o n majora.
Weldon began her educalial
at UAH in the fall of 1997.Sbl
ha-. been an ideal college•
dent. A student teacher tbil
:,car, Weldon ha ~ a few
words of wisdom to shall
wnh new enrollee,: ··Soak 11P
a, mulh a, you can-t,ecollS
a ~pongc - all of the theUY
ha!-. tu hecome ,econd nature
when you tea-.h."
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"!'4°, 1 ~ not aware. I don't think
Id ru?, I m not really active in
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"I was not aware at all. I wouldn't
run as a freshman.,.
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Campus honors 9/11 with a remembrance ceremony
By Sarah FluhJer
News Writer

Student, and ,talf alike
gathered on Wedne!>day.
September 11 for • A Time to
Renect. A Time to Restore.
and A Time to Refocus". a
tributary ceremony in honor
of local heroe, of 9/ I I.
The Christian Student Organization along with the
SGA and Uni-.er,ity Housing, planned and designed
the lribute in order to call u,
to remembr.\Ilce of thee, ems
that occurred on September

11.
"What we remember define, who we are," stated
Delois Smith, Vice President
for Student Affairs who also
'3id that the e-.em was organit.cd "completely by the students."
UAH students, faculty
and people from the community gathered together in remembrance to help honor the
local heroes who went to
New York aftcr9/1 I.
CSO Campus minister,
Winfred Felton stated, "My
goal for this tribute it that
hearts will be touched, a healing will take place, and that a
new vision for America will
be seen."
Boy cout troop 757 pre-

,coted the American nag and
Happy Times Pre,chool led
a patriotic melody. A renecti\ e,; ideo on the tragic e, cnt-of 9/ I I moved some 10 tears
and all to remembrance.
Three local police officers
who went to e\\< York were
honored at the ceremony. One
of honored, Officer Jordan
was mo,ed to tear- a-, he addressed the audience, "Growing up I was always taught
that I was invincible, but
that's not true, and for what
it\ worth, nobody's promised
tomorrow.•
Officer Adatm said that
events of 9/ 11 have affected
his life permanently and
tatcd, "E, cry time I see a
commercial airliner ny over, I
,cc a tower in front of it.•
Officer
Wilkerson
stressed the fact that the police who went to ew York
didn't go only for them elves
but for all of the local re idents who were not able to
go themselves.
Participant, Dorothy
Anne Webster hared her
dream for the recovery of
America and said she wished
that "kindness would become
commonplace, that love
would be the power that
grounds us: the language
that unites and frees us."

SGA President, LeonJrd
Frederick stated, "Dreams
hold u-. together and raise us
up from all ourtmgedie!\."
Other group-, were honored at the e,em, including
The ational Association for
the Prevention ofStanauon,
( APS) who heard about the

Community and campus officials alike shared memories,
and tears at UAH's September 11 remembrance ceremony which
was held on Wednesday. September 11. Huntsville police officers
Adams, Jordan, and Wilkerson shared their views of the tragedy
and were honored for their actions on September 11, 2001.

September I I disaster while
they were in their regular
Tuesday morning meeting.
On Thursday at their next
meeting the group decided to
go help out however they
could and with permission
from the Mayor started driving to New York.
They arrived at the barricaded Brooklyn bridge

around I 1p.m. and explained
why they had come to the
guards. Not long after, they
arrived at ground zero and
realized that this was not
where they needed to be so
they got out and marched to
lower Manhattan.
Their band began to play
songs of hope for the community while others began to

hand out Bibles, give hugs,
and wipe away the tears.
Also honored was the
Huntsville/Madison County
Chapter of the American Red
Cro for all their help in New
York after 9/11. For three
weeks, 43 Red Cross volunteers donated their lives to
the people of ew York.
University President,

Pre ident Frank Franzjoioed
Fredrick along with Felton, to
present plaques of honor to
the three Policemen, the
NAPS group, and the Huntsville/Madison County Chapter of the American Red
Cross. To each Fredrick
stated, "You truly inspire the
hero in all of us!"

◊-----------------------------------------------------

Attention Seniors!

u I

., • i.

Do You Think You're Going
To Graduate in Spring 2003?
Make sure you apply to graduate by OCTOBER 1.
Applications for Undergraduate Degrees are
available in Charger Central, University Center Room 118.

Don't Delay! Apply Today!
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Advisors help engineering freshmen to stay on course
By Chris Brown
ews Writer
bro..,ncl@email.uah.edu

The College of Engineering has its first freshman retention week this week, September 16 - September 20,
and all Engineering fre hmen
are encouraged to set an appointment with the engineering advisement office this

week.
By the -.econd retention
cry engineering freshman to
'"The-.e week-. are in- come ,peak with them for 15 week in O.:tober, students
tended to increa-.e -.tudent to 20 minutes 10 find out how have their midterm grades.
uccess," said Dr. Mark they are doing.
"We find out what they might
Bower. Associate Dean of
"During the fiN meeting need to change, if they need
Engineering and engineering we let them know about the schedule adjustments, and
advisor. There are three of advisor and how we can we plan for the spring semesthese weeks, one in Septem- help them, and we ask if they ter," said Bower.
ber, one in October. and one are ha, ing any problems adStudent<, who make apin the ,pring.
ju <,ting, problems with pointments for thi retention
During each of the ·e cla<,ses, or problems with life week are also turned on for
weeks, the advisor. want ev- in generaJ," said Bower.
web registration as an incen-

ti\e to come to the meeting
Bower al,o cited a "ctur
so they do not have to wait ,tud) in the Chronicle f
in line during spring registm- Higher Education that~
tion wcek. 0
om,trates a relationship beThe College of Engineer- t ween student succe sand
ing has been hosting the re- being_dil!gent about advising
tention week meetings for and !'>1gnmg up for classes.
about fi,·c yean;, according
"I'd like to encourage Ill
to Bower. '"These meetings students to see an advi50r
do benefit the freshmen, .. said before registration week ..
Bower, " I'd like for more of ,aid 0owcr.
'
them to take advantage of it."

Police Chief addresses SGA assembly on safety issues
By Mike Anderson

'"The quality on the,e camera., can't be beat." said Chief
Gaile-. regarding the camera.,.
He also mentioned plan, on
impm..-ing the playback qualIn light of recent e\ents ity by changing some proce-.urrounding the Campu Po- dures within the department.
lice, Chief Charle., Gailes took
An SGA resolution rethe time 10 address the SGA garding the installation of
As-.embly Monday night.
emergency phones w:.l\ also
Chief Gailes spoke on sc..-- mentioned by the Chief. The
eral different issues. includ- primary concern at pre,cnt is
ing introducing the newest a matter of infrastructure. and
members of the police force whether the phones will opand the recently im,tallcd '>e- erate off land line!'>, radio frecurity cameras on campus. quency. or cellular technolSGA Collespondem
andersms@email.uah.edu

ogy. "I like the idea. and WC 're
going to make that happen."
mentioned Gailes. The resolution identified six locations
for the phones, and Campus
Pol ice ha, c tapped other,
where they would like to see
the phones installed.
The hot button topic
howc\er, the inc1den1just last
wed: invoh ing ,tudenh at
Southeast Housing. \\ as
danced around by the chief.
He neither spoke to the incident directly, nor dissented
against his officers. '"I was

impressed that he supported
his men in their decision and
didn't undennine their authority by apologizing for alleged actions before they
were pro,en," ,tated Rep.
Will Kent (Uber.ii Aru).
Reprc,entathe Dale
Jobes (Science) also spoke to
the combined houses Monday concerning the I lighcr
Education Partncn.hip. With
state elections ju,1 around
the comer. Jobes· goal was
to increase tudent awareness of the issues as they

apply to higher education.
voh cmcnt. "College stu'"There are three thing, denh arc useles-,," stated
that make me angry," men
Joi~, half-jokingly, "so we
tioned Jobes during his ad• need to get out there:·
drcs • "the AEA (Alabama
Ilic SGA As,embly will
Education Assodation) ... as be lllCl'tmg agai n next Monan organization that doe•m ·1 da) to addrcs, a constitucare about its student-., our tional amendment that they
Montgom ery hop1: to get on the Fall elecreprc ·entati\cs ... because tion ballot, and a new A'-'iCIDthey're paid off, and college bl y bill e'>tabli-.hing new
students, bccau-,e we ha,c a guideline-. for paying SGA
huge voice, and we don't u-,e personnel '>Cning office
it."
hour,.
Jobes was particularly
adamant about ,tudent in-

Editor's Note: Last week's issue of The Exponent (September 12,
2002) mistakenly stated in the article "Kappa Alpha Psi Step show
gains national recognition" that the fraternity was founded "at UA H
on October 6, 1988." The fraternity was founded at UA H on October
16, 1988.
, ,

Want to get more people to
the events that you are

.

0

Seniors!
UAH Fall Interview
Day Sign-Ups

.
havmg.

~

September 19, 20, and 23.
Participant as of. 9/12/02:
ADT - MIS, CPE, EE, CS, MA
Beason & alley - ACC
Book ystem -ACC, FIN, HRM, MIS, MKT, MOT,
ALL E G, CH, CS, MA, PH
lnte':'°ationaJ pace Sy terns - CHE. ECE, ME, C , M , PH
1anne Corps Officer Prognms. ALL
aval urface Warfare . CHE. EE, CPE, ME. OE. PH
Youth Village - PSY, SOC, ED

Tryanew approach.

fore may be added!
You ~ay ~lso reques.t interview

ith the following
orgaoaat,on that wall be recruiting on other date thi Fall:

Full Page
H.1lfP.ige
QuanerP.ige
Eighth Page
Si.xtttnth P.tge
Business P.ige
lnsens

10.25"X 14.25"
5" X 14 25• or 10.25" X 7.5''
6.75 X 5.75 or5" X 7.5"'
5" X 3.S- or 3.25" X 5"
3.15" X 2.5" or 6.75" X 2"
1.5" X 3.25" or 3.25" X 2"
Ad~rtiser must suppl)' all inserts

l

Adtran - CPE, EE, C~
Boy couts of America MGT, MKT, HRM, CM, ED p C
ortbrop Grumman -AE, CPE, EE. ISE, ME, OE

S500
S250

';wn-ups for requesting intervww.s will be held in the Offiu of
.
Cauer St!rvice located · R
. .
m oom 11 7 o/tlte E11gmeui11g
Bu1ld1ng. Ifyou are not registered with Career .S'en'ic~ you
will need to brmg J5 c
,r
·
C d "d,
op, 01 )Our resume w11h •ou anti complete
a an ' ate Registration Form Ill order lo par//cipmc.

$125

S65
$35
$25
$175

For more information pica c cont.tel Fran Fluher 111 824.6090

0

Plea e call 824-6612 ifyou ltave questio11o;.
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A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Men's soccer team splits weekend
By Donnie Casebolt
Sports Writer
The Charger me n·., soccer
team split the weekend with
a 4-2 win against Eckerd College on Friday the 11th and a
de, astating los, 3-2 against
Mm Hi ll on September 15

AH 4, Eckerd 2 F
(Sept. 13)
In Friday's game against
the Eckerd Tritons, the visitors took an early jump \\-hen
A ustin Bit ne r <;Co red the
Triton 's fi rst goal.
Bitner help kept the Tritons in the game by scoring
both points for Eckerd. Answering to
Bitner's early goal was
answe red by Curtis Todd,
Micah Bell , and Gregory
SealeofUAH.
Scale' s goal came on a
beautiful setup by a Brandon
Henry's crossing pass. Sam
Petit also as isted on the goal
for the home-standing
Chargers.
Soon to follow Eckerd's
second goal was Ryan Mill
putting the dagger in the Tri-

By Ronak Patel
The UA H women's sex
ccr team took :t<h ant age of
playing in front of its home
cro\\-d and on their turf during the weekend of Sept. I 315. After two heart stopping
w in.,, the UA H C hargers ran
their O\Crall record to 3-3
overall and to 3-0 at home.

UAH 2, St. Leo OF
(Sept. 13)
On a day (Friday the 13"')
whe re bad luc k i, prevalent,
th e UA H Lad y C hargers
didn' t have any as they outhus tl ed a nd out-fought a
gamed St. Leo squad 2-0.
"The game was physical,"
said head coach Lincoln
Zinyenge. "I wa.<, happy with
the effort my playe rs put in
to day agains t a talented
team."
The game-winner for the
Chargers came just before
intermj . ion. After playing to
a deadlock for mo t of the first
half, Kelly Cros~ley cored
on a header off a beautiful
~etup by Julie Guy with I :04
left before halftime.
"The fiN h alf goal by
Crossley wa., a big mome ntum cha nger for our ,quad,"
~ id Zinyenge.
At the end of the fiN half,

Upcoming games:

( ept.15)

Women's team
Sports Editor

September 13 Eckerd W 4-2
September 15 Mar Hill L 2-1

tons by scoring UAH's fi nal
goal.
\tars Hill 2, l 'AH I F
Bringing in l9 1 fans for
Sunday's game, the Chargers
fell short of the ,ictory
ag,1inst \1ars Hill.
fa r, Hill', Ben Bo,tic
scored the lir'>t two goals of
Sunday's game and ga\ e the
vi'iitor. a 2-0 lead early in the
game.
By ta king the aggressi,e
approach, C harger' s Brandon Henry finally got a goal
through Mars Hill keepe r
Josh Bruce.
This helped open a comeback attempt by UAH. The
Charger
offense t o ok
twenty-five shot attempts
but just could not get them
through the tough but determined Bruce.
With the Chargers trailing
3-1, Mars Hill Dan Fasley
headed the ball from
Charger's keeper Nathan
Daniel past his own keeper
to score the ecood UAH
goal.
Even after the aid from

Men's Soccer

September 20 St. Leo (St. Leo, FL) 4 p.m.
September 22 Florida Southe~ (Lakeland, FL)
12:30p.m.

Women's Soccer
September J3 St. Leo W 2-0
September 15 Tampa W 2- 1 (Double OT)

Upcoming games:
September 20 Cumberland Univ. (Cumberland,
TN)4p.m.
Septcmber22 Alabama A&M (home) 3 p.m.

Cross Country
September 14 Women (2nd place finish), Men
(5th place finish)

Upcoming Event:
Freshman Sam Petit attempts a corner kick for the UAH Charger
men's soccer team here against Eckerd College. The Chargers
went on to win the contest 4-2. 0

Fasley, UAH still could not
tie things up in the second
half and fell short of the win.
UAH will go down to
Florida for their next set of
games. They will take on St.

Leo and Florida Southern.
The next Charger men
home game will be at 4 p.m.
on September 27 against
West Florida in their Gulf
South Conference debut.

sweeps

home

September 28 Great American Cross Country
Festival (Charlotte, NC)

Volleyball
September l0Miss. Univ. for Women W3-l

Upcoming games:
September 20 Montevallo Home 7 p.m.
September2 t Cent Missouri St. Home 11 a.m.
September 21 Henderson St. Home 4 p.m.
September 21 Lincoln Memorial Home 2 p.m.

AH had out-shot St. Leo 7-

3.
In the ,econd half, freshman Lind,ay Sehemenaur
added to her goal total for the
-..ea,on "ith a breakaway
goal with 27:40 left in the contest.
That made the contest 20 . UAH would hold on from
there to take the contest.
"Thi'> wa, the most phy.,ical team we 've faced all seaon," said Z iyenge. 'They
(UAH) stoo<l up to the challenge and got two goal. for
the ,. ictory."
Fre~hman Sarah Sollie
was outstanding in goal for
the home- tanding Chargers.
She s aved fo ur goat... and
aided by her defense , th e
UAH program collec ted its
second straight shutout at
home.
AH 2, Tumpa 1F (Double
Overtime, Sept. 15)
In a marathon of a game,
the Lady Charger scored in
TEAM page&

VOICES
Contact Rhonda Mann
at
334.213.2410
for more Information

MJSSIO, STATEMENT
Vo ices for Alabama\ Children
To en<,ure a decent childhood for every Alabama child.
To accompli<,h thi mission, VOICES for Alabama·~
Children:
· researches the conditions of childre n in our <,tate
• communicates those conditions to those who can
work for change
• advocate for public policy and private programs that
wi II improve the lives of children and families, and
· builds coalitions to work for improvement in Alabama's
chjld well-being
The following are programs of VOICES for Alabama's
Children:
Freshman Katrina Smith controls the ball In face of the St. Leo
defense. The Chargers won the game 2· 0 as they swept their
weekend home stand.

Alabama !Gd Count
Alabama Birth-to-Five Initiative
BrrunTrrun
Children\ Legislative Agenda
Children's Legislati,e Report
Kids and Kin Program
Legblative Ad, ocacy
C hildre n·., Issues Public A\\-are ness Campaign
Regional Meetings of Child Advocates
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Teams compete at regional race
By Rachel Robinson
Sports Writer

By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
ro_93@'hotmail.com

An Appeal to Any
UAH Hierarchy
Three weeks ago, I wrote a column about my dislike of
baseball. That column was referring to the Major League
game. This column will be dedicated to my appeal for an on
campus facility for the UAH Charger Baseball program.
. The following is an appeal to any of the UAH hierarchy;
tt goes something like this:
The baseball teams play before sparse crowds off campus at Joe Davis Stadium. They play on a stadium that was
erected in 1985 for the Huntsville Stars, a Double-A affiliate
of the Oakland A:s then (the Stars have since switched to
Bud Selig's team, the Milwaukee Brewers in the late 1990s).
The stadium is old and miles away from the UAH campus.
On the other hand, our soccer teams and basketball
teams play on campus before sizable crowds.
Here are my reasons on why our baseball team needs an
on-campus facility.
I ) The baseball program has become a powerhouse since
its inaugural season in 1996. The records don' t lie. They
have compiled a record of 276-108 since 1996 and have
recorded four forty-win seasons.
2) They are among Gulf South Conference's finest. The
"boys of Spring" have made four straight NCAA regional
tournament appearances and have made it to three straight
GSC tournament finals. They won the tournament last season
3) For even straight seasons, they have finished in the
top 20 in the Collegiate Baseball ewspaper Division II
national poll. They climbed to number one on that poll for
two week during last season's memorable run.
4) In their young history, the UAH Charger baseball
program has churned out several Major League Draftees.
The mo t recent one being Jake Mathis in the 2002 Amateur Draft. The Anaheim Angels selected Mathis in the
28th round.
5) They have also turned out several All-Americans and
many All-South Central region player .
6) The program recruit itself by how successful the
program has been. Bobby Pierce did a great job guiding
this squad from its inauguration through last . eason. Pierce
stepped down to take a job with Troy State and in his place
comes David Keel.
7) The campu<; of UAH is open land with many places
for~ ~tadium to be constructed.
I know it takes money for this to happen. But why do
other b~ eball programs in the GSC have on-campus facilities for baseball while AH does not. Give them an oncampus facility. The players that have played for the program de!>ene it. The current Chargers deserve it. The future Charger., will desene it.
And now, I'll take a line from one ofmy fa\orite mo\ics,
Field of Dreams, to close out 1h1~ appeal. ··tf you build it,
they will come."

If you have any
comments on the
articles or the Sports
section in general,
please contact Ronak
Patel, Sports Editor at
ro_93@hotmail.com

With it-. overcast sky and
light breezes, Saturday's
weather wa-, perfect for a
crm,,- country race. At
Sharon Johnston Park, 18
men\ teams and 21 ladies·
teams gathered to compete in
the 2002 Pre-Regional CrossCountry Meet.
It was a day of both highs
and lows for the UAH team.
For the men's squad, Andrew
Hodges finished in the top 15
runners, placing 12th overall
in the men's IOK race with a
timeof33:44.
Hodges commented, "I
thought we ran well as a team.
But, wehavealotofimprovement to do in order to catch
the teams that beat us on Sat-

urday."
Justin Pruitt. a freshman
for UAH. also r.in \I.ell and
lini~hed 20u overall. Howe.,,er, the Charger men placed
a di.,appointing 5 , finishing
behind 4 team, in their region
and I conference team.
Kennec;saw State, the
winner of this year', pre-regional race, qualified for last
year·~ CAA Divi~ion II national race and look to be
quali fy ing again fo r this
year's national meet.
When asked about the
race, head coach David Cain
stated that, "Saturday's race
included by far the most competitive men's and women's
teams we have ever had at
our home meet." Cain went
onto to say "We lost to some
really good teams, but we

abo beat ome excellent
squad,."
On the y,omen', -.ide,
three of the UAH women fini-.hed in the top I 'i Megan
Fairdough, a freshman, led
the Lady Charger-.. She broke
the UA H women\ 6k record
by 4 seconds with a time of
21:07 and placed 6'" over.ill
Coach Cain -.1ated, "We
had a couple of freshmen run
extremely well on Saturday,
with Megan breaking the
record and Justin Pruitt stepping up to be the 2nd finisher
for the men's team."
In addition, Amy Phillips
finished I I th with a time of
23:32, and Lesley Davis
placed 14th overall and ran
23:44. Courtney Hurst also
ran well and placed 201" overall for the women's squad.

Phillip, wmrnented, ''We
ha\e great unity on ourteam
and it showed by how clo~
\l.e ran together." Ho\\e\er
the \H>1ncn placed second~
a team bt:hind the Kenne~'>ilw
State \\omen's squad.
Lil-c the Kennessaw men
the women·., team will mos;
Iii-cl) he at this year's national
meet 111 O\embcr.
When asked to make a fi.
nal comment on Saturday's
rnce, Coach Cain said, '1he
UAH men and women did
well considering we have
only done two interval wortouL<; in practice. We will continue to get much faster and
stronger."
The next race for the
Chargers will be September
28 in Greensboro, North~
lina

TEAMfrom paCe5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

double overtime to run their
home record to 3-0 with a 2- 1
victory over a talented Tampa
squad.
Schemenaur's goal in the
I03rd minute lifted UAH to the
improbable victory. The
game-winner was the
freshman's fifth goal of the
young season.
Cory Vilders and rookie
Kelly Bateman assisted on
the goal.
To begin the contest, a
misjudgment by the Charger

defense led to Leslie
Sutherland ofTampa to score
an easy goal to give the visitors from the Sunshine state
the early advantage.
After the early defensive
error by UAH, the defense of
the Chargers would pick up
in a big way. They would not
allow another goal for the rest
of the game.
With just under four minutes left to play in the first
half of the contest, newcomer
Kelly Bateman scored her

second goal of the season to
make the score 1- 1. Katrina
Smith and Tammy Wissel assisted on Bateman's goal.
The first half would end
with the score deadlocked at
one-all.
Thus, the two teams
would remain scoreless for a
little over sixty minutes before Schemanaur's game-winner.
Goalkeepers Kristin Freeman and Sollie split the time
in the nets for the Chargers.

COMfDIAN petev bev ~i"'
W£DN£SoAY, !ept 15, 'Ip~
Mo~·;

i"'

the UC lobby
{vee hy;teiria

The lady Chargers have
allowed only one goal in their
three home games.
Credit the overall team's
defense for that impre sive
stat.UAH o utshot the visitors from the Sunshine state
13-12 for the game.
The Lady Chargers will
next face offwith CUmberland
University on the road before
returning home to face Alabama A&M at 3 p.m. on
Charger field on September
22.
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One Hour Photo has a few twists
By Melanie Howard
Movie Reviewer
brandm@email.uah.edu
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In this film, Robin Williams further demonstrates his
diversity in acting. Of all his
various roles throughout his
career, this one . hows how
good he is at what he does.
He plays the role of a clerl
that develops film at a local
Supermarket. Hi character,
Seymour "Sy" Parrish, tells
us that most people think film
developers are only clerks.
However, Sy knows that it
takes dedication to this work
to be able to produce quality
prints with just the right color
and without fuzziness.
We slowly learn that Sy is
obsessive about the photo .
The film open with a cene
in which he i. in handcuffs
and i<; about to be questioned. Very quickly we dive
backwards into Sy's mind
and his explanation for his
actions.
He tells us that people
take photos to fight against
time and to prove to others
that they did exist. He al o
tells us that people only take
pictures of the happy mo-

ments in their live , and that
if we were to look at a photo
album we would assume that
the people in it led a happy
life, without any tragedies.
These comments he narrates
to us give us a little fore~hadowmg.
From the look of his character, we are almo. t certain
that he has no family and no
friends. Quickly we learn that
we are right.
Early in the movie Sy confe e to u that he alway
make an extra set of prints
to keep for himself. The depth
of his obse sion with other's
photos is gradually revealed Robin WIiiiams exhibits his diverse acting abllltles In the film One
to us. This eventually leads Hour Photo In which he plays a mentally disturbed photo developer.
to his dismissal at work and
the point at which he get out of this predicament. white and he i dres ed in
"snaps."
At that point the movie takes white. All of the shelves are
The film was written and a harp, odd tum. Then we completely empty. We then
directed by Mark Romanek, are thrown back into reality focus in on hi,; eyes that are
who uses some interesting and learn that it wa,; all a fan- closed. Then the audience
and subtle tricks on us. Some tasy. I cannot tell you how receives a surprise that leaves
of the scenes leap forward stirring thi. was for the audi- them gasping and Sy awakinto Sy's imagination ,and ence without ,poiling it for ens screaming.
leaves us startled be u ~ o u
fhe
simplicity
of
we are not aware that we are
In another scene, Sy has Romanek's effects is ama1in his imagination.
a nightmare. While it is obvi- ing. The effecr... are so plain,
In one scene, Sy takes ous that it 1s a dream this but make such a large statesome liberties that surprise time, the twbt it will take is ment. It is partially these efu . When he gets caught, we unexpected. We see Sy al- fects and the in ight into Sy'
pause, just a he pauses, and most floating in a supermar- desperate mind that give the
wonder how he is going to ket. Everything around him is movie such an eerie feeling .

Blue Dogs mark territory at Crossroads
By Doug Trent
E11tertainment Writer
Charleston.
South
Carolina's Blue Dogs trayed
mto Huntsville by the Railroad tracks of Crossroads
Cafe on Thursday, making an
imprint with their raw pawed
grooves.
With two inten<,e -,ets of
music of over an hour each,
the four members demonstrated how their own breed
of talent blends together to
form a collecti\e whole.
The band has been tourmg for the majority of the p~t
'>ix years in addibon to recording seven albums, merging
the <,ounds of pure grain bluegrass with hobo style blues
and contemporary rock.
Bassist Hank Futch even
plays an upright. Although
Blue Dog are a elf-proclaimed "song rather than jam
band", the e guys are not
easily formulated.
Primary songwriter and
lead vocalist Bobby Houck's
mu ic is an amalgam of southern sound s influen ced by

musicians. uch a, Little Feat,
Tom Petty, and Bob Dyl.m.
Rounding out the Dog
pound are David Stewart on
electric guitar and Greg
Walker on drums and percu, •
,ion.
The focus of their music
1s likely to shift in style from
song to song. From wahwabed guitar riffs over country landscape and slightly
psychedelic melodie., to a
drowsy but playful cover of
the Beatles· "rm Only Sleeping", they take their sound
beyond the confines of tied
down labeling.
In this way the band de•
livers their music independently to the audience. They
perform m such a way as to
transfu e their versatile en
ergy to all Ii tening ear . It i
then up to the listener to do
what he or he will with it.
Some chose to keep II to theme Ive and their drink at
Cro road but the majority
were up on the floor releasing it back into the atmosphere. In any way, the feeling was all good.

Charleston, South Carolina's very own Blue Dogs performed at
Huntsville's Crossroads Cal6 on Thursday, September 12.

Whether Blue Dogs are
ever a major label act or remain in the underground
scene, one thing is for certain: they will continue to
entertain and energize audience in other citie they may
appear ju t as they did in
Hunt ville. They have
marked ground, leaving be-

hind a unique sound that will
linger for day ..
The Blue Dog' late t release i their 2002 album Theatre. Thi is their seventh relea e with their label Black
River Records. For more information on the Blue Dog ,
check out the band's official
website www.bluedog .com.

By Jorge Raub
Entertai11ment
Editor
raubj@email.uah.edu

Now this can only happen to a guy like me. And 011/y
happen in a town like this. And so I say to each of rou
most grarefulfr as I throw each of you a kiss...
Thus begins the intro to one of my favorite Sinatra
songs. A memoral>le song from one of his less memorable
movies, My Kind of Town hold a special fascination for
me not only because of its melody or catchy lyricc;, but
because it is all about my hometown: Chicago. The purpose of this latest trip northward is to attend my best
friend's wedding reception. (I may take on a Rupen-esque
flair and faux British accent just for effect.)
Technically, I don't hail from the City by the Lake but
one of its suburbs, Joliet. However, when you come from
Illinois, you are either from the Chicago area,
"Chicagoland", or you are not. So, by proxy, I'm a Chicagoan - and, for the record, that's how it always will be. It
is a well-known fact that a Chicagoan will let you know he
is a resident of Chicago within the fir t I 5 minutes of
meeting him, making Chicago the Windy City not because
of its weather patterns but more so becau-;e of its inhabitants' great word-of-mouth campaign.
I can remember taking trips in elementary school to
the Field Museum or Adler Planetanum. As we would
drive m that big yellow bus down the interstate, I would
watch out the window and look for the city skyline to
come into view in the distance. The Big City wac; always
magical and wondrous. It was foreign, but not frighteningly so.
These days, I still await the city skyline to come into
view as I am traveling to Chicago. Mostly I do this looking from the window of an airplane. onetheless, the
mystique and the grandeur of Chicago are still there. It is
not something I can easily put into words. Yes, it is a
homecoming for me, but it's about more than the excitement of seeing friends and relatives.
Chicago is the thriving Metropolis - busy treets,
crowds of people, architecture, culture. and lots of food
(deep-dish pizza) and drink (need I remind you that
Chicago's famous for pubs'?) The town b electrifying and
intoxicating and thrilling - with each weary Chicagoan a
new Mory. around every comer a new adventure You can
ne\er get bored in Chicago - I dare you to try.
Chicago has theatres big and small. from the h -bert
to the Steppenwolf. -.ome of the world's finest museums
and art gallenes, Grant Park and the ornate Buckingham
Fountain, the Lale front, shopping along the Magnificent
Mile and in the Gold Coast, e\·ery ethnic food (and martini) imaginable. As co mopolitan and cultural as it truly
is, Chicago is al'>o one of the most accessible big cities in
Amenca and the world. Everyone's welcome to trek our
city streets and be a Chicagoan, if only for the\\ eekend.
With all there i-, to do and see. along with a vibr.int
history to match the scenery, I cannot even begin to de,cribe what Chicago 1s all about and ho"" I feel about it
Hov. can you really take a city and all its people, wrap
your arms around it, and present it to the world to hold
it close, di'>play it proudly, and try to convey some inkling of how you feel about it and just how utterly fantastic it i . I can make an attempt and this is my humble one:
a love letter to a city by a lake with big houlder-; and a
whole lot of heart. And, ju t as you would think, all that

ja7.Z.
So I am going home to celebrate my dear friend's marriage. Just as I will rush to embrace her, I anticipate my
city will embrace me in return. o matter where I roam, it
will alway be the best city in the world. Always and
forever, Chicago will remain my kind of town.O
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First Baptist Church and Golden Rule Properties proudly presents

ontemnorarv

Theatre hosts brilliaflt comedy
By Leslie Tignor
E ntenain#tnl Writer
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september 27th-29th
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tage located at the corner of
cllnton ave. and church st.

Theatre !lUntsville will
continue it~ production of
Moss Hart aad George S.
Kaufman•s .siiJical comedy
The Man Wh, Came to Dinner September 19-2 1 at the
Von Braun ce11rer playhouse.
The play wee place in
Mesalia, Oh1oand revolves
around the a~ious acts of
Sheridan Wtutcside (Jim
2.eilin.,hl). a rooio orator who
knows everyOlt who is anyone. During a visit at the
Stanley residel).--e, Whiteside
falls on ice and upposedJy
breaks his hip. He is then confined 10 a wheelchair and
spends the ne,r six weeks
conupting and controlling the
1 ,id Jessica Zellar as Loraine
lives of everyone at the Jim Zlellnskl as Sheridan Whltesld• 11 ctlon of Hart and Kaufman's
To Dinner. 0
Sheldon In Theatre Huntsvllle's prod
Stanley household.
satlrlcal comedy The Man Who c1!16
Throughout the play,
;,ue them for $150,000, the
Whiteside tun)) the house
Sheldon (Jessica Zeller), a 1~;_n1eys allow Whiteside to
upside-down by haras ·ing
beautiful and seductive ac- StJJ(e them prisoners in their
the nurse, encouraging the
rt~n home by confining them
Stanley children to follow tress.
Overall, l thought this O their bedroom, banishing
their dreams without parenplay was fantastic. It is a sat- ti>en1 from their own kitchen,
tal approvaJ, anJ crowding
ire and a comedy of manners, tlt O not all owing them to
the house with cockroaches,
which means that it empha- all vc guests or u. e the
penguins, and e\-en an octo- sizes clever dialogue and in- 11a
11~:,nc.
pus. Whiteside a1~0 makes a
eludes members of the upper P 'There are no dramatic
selfish attempt to destroy his
class. The StanJeys are a well- . ~ cial effects in this play
indispensable secretary's roknown Ohio family and arc ,pd the setting and props are
mance with a local reporter by constantly made fun of by ll11
O MAN paCeU
wooing him witJi Lorraine Whiteside. After threatening
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Restaurant Review: Thai Garden, Five Points Highlife 1
By Janet Wilks
Restaurant Critic

Thai Garden is a familyowned business in the Five
Points area of downtown
Huntsville. One of our own,
Kelvin Wang, is one of the
son, of the owner, Marjore
l longsdusit. He is a nursing
student here at UAH. He is
also a waiter and cook at the
Thai Garden be sure to leave
big tip if you ask for extra
spicy because he will most
likely be cooking it for you.
I will as u ual tell you
what I look for in each restaurant that I eat at. I remember things like service, man-
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agement, drinks, cleanliness
and most important food.
I will start with the most
important and telJ you how
wonderful it is. I went with a
good friend Matt. We ordered
Wontons to start out with
filled with pork. The weet
and our sauce for dipping
was excellent. I definitely reco m mend
getting
the
Wontons every time.
Matt ordered extra spicy
food so I could tell what it
was like because I cannot eat
much of it, it give me indigestion. He had spicy beef
with broccoli and onions in
oy ·tcr sauce with three hot
stars. I believe it was number
29 on the menu. He didn't talk

about the food too much, but
he ate pretty much all of it and
didn't complain. I assume he
loved it.
When I ay he didn't talk
too much, I mean he ate like a
ravenous wolf. I had no. 31
on the menu. It was beef with
mushroom • onions in oy ter sauce. I wanted more
when I was done; it was spectacular. The meat wa..\ cooked
perfectly and the mushrooms
were huge. They looked like
portabella, but the navor wa..<,
much better. We had a perfectly wonderful time. It is
kind of chilly in the restaurant so bring a sweater if you
are cold natured.
I have found another res-

tau.rant that is immaculately
clean just like Edo's. The
restroom were clean and ·o
were the dishe and ilverware. It looked like they had
just vacuumed as well. And
if you are anything like me,
screaming children are my
bigge t pet peeve when I am
eating. I have never seen
anyone under IO in thi restaurant so the atmosphere is
always pleasant.
For a drink I had hot tea
and Matt had Thai tea. The
hot tea was mediocre; I have
had better. Howe\.er. Thai tea
is sweet and delicious because they put coconut milk
in it. I have not been able to
distinguish between flavors

in the Thai tea, but I hone tly
don' t care because it is seldom that one experiences
s uch delight. Beware,
though. Thai tea is charged
by the g lass and for good
reason. thi delectable ambrosia should be savored and
not gulped.
Kelvin (I am !-Orry if I have
spelled your name incorrectly) was our waiter along
with a nice older woman. They
both kept our gla<;ses full and
were very nice when we
asked for a to-go order right
when they closed down the
kitchen. Our food came out
in a timely manner according
to the time it takes one to eat
an appetizer.

If you are interested in trying Thai Garden, I definitely
recommend them with five
glorious forks. It is located on
Andrew Jackson Dr. If you
arc headed down Pratt Ave.
turn right on Andrew Jackson Dr. and Thai Garden h,
less than a block away on the
left. There i~n·t much as far
a~ parking goes so plan to go
early if you arc meeting
friends.

Latin Grammys hope to get their groove back
By Sean Piccoli
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South Florida SunSentinel
(KR1J
The Latin Grammys
changed cities last year but
they did not change datesnot that postponement
would have helped. Scheduled to air live on CBS from
Los Angeles on Sept. 11,
200 I, the second annual
Latin music awards show
went the way of most television programming not concerned with that day's terrorist attacks. All around the
dial, news coverage bumped
regularly scheduled fare for
several days, if not weeks.
The more pressing question, in any case, for organizers ofthe Grammys' Latin offshoot was one of appropriateness. Looking at their options, they found they had
little appetite for trying to interest a grief-stricken country in a glittery awards gala.
They abandoned plans for a
broadcast, all but closing the
book on a sophomore season
that had been troubled from
the start. The second Latin
Grammys had gone from a
meltdown in Miami over antiCastro politics to a hasty
move back to Los Angeles.
They wound up, finally, at an
L.A. nightclub, where organizers handed out awards in
an untelevised ceremony last
fall and wondered how to recapture the momentum they
thought they had established
with the program's debut.
The first attempt to rebound from an unplanned
gap in the telecast _ and a
snake-bitten second year _
comes Wedne day, when the
third annual Latin Grammys
air live on CBS from the
Kodak Theatre in Hollywood.
Building an audience for
a once-a-year event is challenging under any circumstances, never mind trying to

reintroduce an interrupted
show.
"We knew we'd be in for
a fight this year because we
missed last year," says Jack
Sussman, vice president for
special programming at CBS
Television and the network's
point man on the Latin
Grammys. "We would have
hked to have had that traction _ years one, two and
three. But those are not the
cards we were dealt."
The cancellation inflicted
heavy cost-, on CBS and the
Latin Grarnmys' parent organization, the Latin Academy
of Recording Arts & Sciences. In addition to lo t ad
revenue and the money spent
to stage a production that
never went off, both organizations lost a chance to help
sustain the Latin pop boom
that coincided with the first
Latin Grammy telecast, in
September 2000. Exposure on
the traditional Grammys is a
proven boost to record ale ;
Ricky Martin's English-language career was launched
by his show-stopping performance of La Copa de la Vida
at the 1999 Grammy Awards.
The first Latin Grammys,
in tum, got a pu h from the
popularity of Martin and saba
singer Marc Anthony, both
of whom had English-language hits in 1999-2000. An
estimated 7.5 million U.S.
viewers watched the inaugural awards, hosted by actor
Jimmy Smits, with performances by emerging Latin
stars as well a American
stars brought aboard to help
attract non-Latin audiences.
The ratings were hardly
spectacular, but Suss man
says the Latin Grarnmys won
television• most ought-after audience that evening,
viewers 18-34-nn age group
that also buys a lot of
records. Everyone involved
in the show's creation considered it a promi ing launch.

A second Latin Grammy
show would have meant a
chance to promote a new
batch of arti ts, potential
stars for a next Latin wave,
and expose mainstream viewers to other genres of music.
The Colombian musician
Juanes, for example, headed
into last year's program leading all contenders with six
nominations including album
of the year for Fijate Bientranslated as Pay Attention.
Although Juanes docs not
sing in English, his album
mixed idioms a non-Latin
music fan would recognize-rock, funk, ska, r&b-as well
as a Colombian genre calJed
vallenato that employs the
accordion as colorfully as
American zydeco. But nobody got to see Juanes honored -he won three awards
at the belated nightclub preentation -or watch him
play live.
He is slated to perform
thi year, minus the fanfare
surrounding him last year.
Juanes has two nominations.
But count him lucky: At least
he's invited back. Not every
scheduled performer in 200 I
will be returning.
~
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"We're not going to have
last year's show for you this
year,"
say
Enrique
Fernandez, senior vice president and executive director of
the Latin Academy, whose
4,000 voting members pick
nominees and winners in 41
categories including pop,
tropical, Brazilian contemporary pop album, mnchera, folk
and Latin jazz. 'There may be
some overlap between what
we had last year and the plan
we have for this year, but that
i-; because of the nature of
the (album) releases, and the
nominees and the possible
winners. Some artists have a
Ii fe from one year to the next.
Some don't. Some skip a year.
So it really depends on that."
Sussman puts it this way:
"There were several artists

The Exponent's Weekly Top
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Top Ten Hits
1. Nelly • 011emma•
2. Eve "Gangsta Lovin'"
3. Avril Lavigne "Complicated"
4. Emlnem •aeanon' Out My Ooset"
5. Nelly "Hot In Here•
6. P.Dlddy a Ginuw,ne • 1 Need A Gir1"
7. 0-eed "One Last Breath"
8. Ashanti "Happy•
9. Pink "Just Like A PIii"
10. Mario "Just A Friend 2002•
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who had an opportunity to
make their mark on television
who lo t that opportunity."
The climate surrounding
the Latin Grammys has
changed in two years. Follow-up albums by Martin
and Anthony have not
cau ed much of a stir, although two relative newcomers to the U.S. market, Colombi an singer Shakira and
Madrid-born crooner Enrique
Iglesias, have sold millions of
copies of their English-language a lbums. A third ,
Mexico City native Paulina
Rubio, has made inroads with
an album called Border Girl.
But the novelty of the socalled "Latin Invasion" has
subsided, and it remains to
be seen whether Latin flavor
LATIN page 10
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Top Ten Movies
1. Sw1mfan
2. My Big Fat Greek Wedding
3. City by the Sea
4. Signs

5. XXX
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XXX (PG 13) 1:20
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4:00 7:00 9:45
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Pluto Nash (PG 13)
7:009:00
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6. Spy Kids 2
7. Goklmember
8. FearDotCom

9. Splderman

a Men in lllacx 11
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Like Mike (PG)

1:004:00

10. Blue Crush

What is
Kirk
Douglas'
birth name?
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Signs (PG 13)
1:20 4:40 7:00
7 :20 9:20 9:40
0 Lilo and Stitch (PG)

1:154:15
City by the Sea (R)
1:05 4:05 7:00 9:30
K-19(PG 13)
1:00 4:05 7:00 9:40
Austin Powers

(PG 13) 1:30 4:00
7:009:20
The first 2 people with the correct answer for the Movie Trivia will win movie
tickets. ONLY2 pairs of tickets will be given away each week. Tickets for any
trivia will be distributed on a first-come, first-serve basis from 10-11 a.m. on
Monday. No one who has won in the last month is eligible for any contest or
trivia. Please see Jennifer Hill in The Exponent office only between the hours
specified above. Tickets good at Decatur and Huntsville Carmike locations.

0 Stealing Harvard
(PG 13) 1:10 3:10
5:10 7:10 9:10
O Denotes no passes
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i a pop fling among Anglo
audiences or omething more
durable.
Fernandez ays it's a mistake to think of Latin music
in the United States as a fad.
'There's a number of Latin
stars that have been burning
up the charts the last year,
and have been all over the
media," he says. "'That particular phenomenon is going
on and wi II continue to go on.
I've always looked at that as
a demographic phenomenon.
You have a population that

reaches a kind of critical mass
and its culture begins to have
a very . eriou influence on
the nation that population
reside in. So what people call
the Latin boom to me is simply just the way the country
is going and will continue to
go. It doesn't have anything
to do with a boom, which
sounds like something temporary. I've been observing
this the last 20 years. It has
to do with a growth of population, and you are going to
have more Latin manifcMa-

tions in areas of mainstream
culture such as prime-time
television."
The question is not . o
much whether the Latin
Grammy will survive; the
awards show has an audience throughout the Spanish-speaking world. The
Latin Academy, meanwhile,
has the support of the traditional Grammys • parent organization, the National Academy of Recording Arts &
Science-;. The man who
championed a ~cparate Latin

If you have questions or commemnts about the Entertainment
Section, please contact Jorge Raub at raubj@email.uah.edu
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entity, fonner Grammy CEO
Mike Greene, resigned thi
year in th face of repeated
workplace sexual harassment
charges and questions about
his handling of company finances. But his creation lives
on without him.
'There's only one change
in leadership at the top," says
Fernandez. "Everyone el e
remains and everyone else is
committed to this particular
project. besides the fact that
thi'> particular project is selfgoverning and self-sustaining. We work together with
the national academy ... but
we are our own corporate
entity."
The real question is
whether a U.S. audience will
support the program by
watching it in numbers sufficient to keep CBS, or any
English-language tele, i-,ion
network, committed. As with
the traditional Grammys, CBS
buys the broadcast rights
from the Latin Academy each
year but has no multi-year,
locked-in deal with the organization. lf CBS executives
are displeased by the ratings
for Wednesday's broadcast,
they could send the Latin
Academy packing in search

of some other network patron.
Sussman makes that scenario sound unlikely.
"We 're in this for a long
haul," he says. "We sec this
as a franchise. This is one of
those hows that, if we get it
back on its feet and do our
jobs right, we create exciting
television that can live year
in and year out, that does
good and does well. People
are constantly complaining
about the lack of diversity in
network television .... We really think that this kind of
-;how i · important to the audience, and we believe in that
respon ibility of diversity.
This is a fin,t-class way of
delivering on that."
A more immediate chal-,
lenge is fitting what
Fernandez call · "the panorama of Latin music" into an
attractive two-hour package.
Covering that groundbridging Latin, part-Latin and
Latin-by-association without
alienating constituencies--is
a balancing act that organizers are still mastering. Two
years ago, some regional artists boycotted the opener,
calling it a op to Anglofriendly, mass-market pop

www.uahexponent.com
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what really matters•

Get a(weLife!
can help.)
There's more to life than

realltyTVand bad pizza.

Regular Updates
Campus News.
Isn't it about time you
brought something to
the conversation.

Daily Weath r.
Now that you're going
out".Umbrella? Coat?
Flood gear?

Calendar.
And something to do.
See what's going down
on and off campus.

Must See Features
Movi• Listings.
Go check out that new
flick before someone
tells you how it ends.

Cash for College.
Sure, college life costs
money. We'll even help
you find scholarships.

Dally Horoscope.
That's right. we know
what the future holds.
Pretty cool, huh?

and a slap at true Latin artistry.
The third edition clearly
addresses some of those
concerns while trying towelcome viewer less familiar
with the varieties of Latin
culture. The broadcast will
include a career salute to
Vicente Fernandez, one of the
k.ings of the regional Mexican
music known as ranchera, as
well as performances by
Shakirn and Nelly Furtado_
the latter a hip-hop innuenced, Canadian-born pop
star of Portuguese descent
well known to American audiences. There will be no return perfonnancc by the very
un-Latin boy band '"J Sync,
although the group·., resi
dent heartthrob. Justin
Timberlake, is scheduled to
present an award. Smits cohosts with Miami !:>inger
Gloria Estefan.
Given all these elements,
Fernandez says he has little
time to wonder about the
long-term effects of last
year's tribulations. He is more
consumed by the task at
hand: "putting together such
a monumental show."
"It's a psychological challenge that we all feel." he says
of last year's mis!:>ed opportunity. "lt's -;omcthing we
can tell to our shrink,. But it
doesn't affect our work." 0

--
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MAN from page 8
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brilliance ol the play in the
lea.,1. ll1c entire play," ith tht:
exception of the ending,
0ov., ,rnoothl)-. The ending
is nm terrible. 11 i, ju;,t very
abrupt and ,omewhat predictable. When it become,
apparent \\ hite"ic.le i, faking
his injury and after he causes
-.uch harnc in the household,
Mr. Stanley c.lcmands that
Whiteside lca\e his house.
Whiteside surrenders, but as
he walb out the door he lips
and falh again- only this time
he really docs break his hip.
If a good laugh is what
you're looking for, I highly
recommend that you go see
this production of The Man
Who Came to Dinner. Anne
Clem does a wonderful job
directing this play. The actors
seem well prepared and portray their characters magnificently. Zeilinski 's performance is outstanding. His

voice is captivating and
though his c.haracter i quite
maliciou, in hi, action,, one
can't help but tall in lo\e \\Ith
hi~ wit.
l wa., al,o ,n11tten with
Gary Gee·, performance as
Be\erly Carlton, an actor
friend of White,ide and his
'>ecretary Maggie Cutler
(Lorie Gill). Althourh he
play~ a small part, his presence was unforgettable. The
only character that I was not
impre~sed with was Mr.
Stanley (John Seigh). This is
because the actor that played
this part did not seem to fit
the bi II for thi role. His line
seemed unrehearsed and it
appeared as if he stumbled
through his dialogue.
The Man Who Came to
Dinner will continue through
this weekend with performances on Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday
at 2:00 p.m. Tickets are $ I2
for students and senior citi-

ror

zen, and 15 for adult,.
more information call 5360807 or visit Theatre

◊

Hunt,\ille', website at http:/
/ww"'.theatreh,uirg.

OPPORTUNITIES
DO YOU HAVE AN

EVENT

COMING

SOON

TO UAH?

Frida)-

ptember 20

The Hunt-., ille Tradt11onal Mw,ic A,•;ociation present, f!TMA Coffeehou,e featuring Len Bull.:trd from 7
to 9 p.m. at UAH Univer-.ity Center. Mom·, Coltcchou,c
o admission, donation'> accepted. r or more mforma11on \ isit http://www.huntsvillefolk org

Friday September 20

ADVERTISE
THE

WITH

EXPONENT.

The Burritt Museum presents The City Lights And
Stars Concert Series: The Vega String Quartet at 7:30
p.m.(ln the event of rain the concert will be removed to
the Roberts Recital Hall on the UAH campu ) Tickets
are $8 in advance, $5 students or $10 at the gate. Gate
opens at 6:30 p.m. For more information call 536-2882.

Friday to Sunday September 20-22
Our prices vary from $25 to $500, which can fit any
budget. For more information check out the website
www.uahexponent.com or email Fran Fluhler at

exponeot.ads@email.uah.edu.

Theatre Huntsville presents The Man Who Came To
Dinner at the VBC Playhou e. Friday and Saturday at
7:30 p.m.; Sunday at 2 p.m. Tickets $10 for students. For
more information, call 536-0807.

Saturday and Sunday September 21-22

s,

The Backstage Theatre Presents Snow White. September 2 1 at 7:30p.m. September 21, 22at 2 p.m. At the
Princess Theatre, 2nd Avenue, Decatur. For tickets and
more information call the Backstage at 308-2300 or the
Princess b ox office at 340-1778 or visit http://
www.priocesstheatrc.org
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Sunday September 22
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The Society for Creative Anachronism presents The
Annual Renaissance Faire from noon to 5 p.m. at UAH
Campus on the grass at the Student Center. Armored
combat, maypole. music and dancing. food and more.
For more information call 72 1-4002
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Friday to Sunday September27-29
4m Annual Sidewalk Moving Pictures Fe tival in
Downtown Birmingham's Historic Theatre District. Tickets available at Parisians and on the official website http:/
/www.sidewalkfest.com. Sat/Sun passe. $15.
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ticl~et giveaway
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in order to \\in.

Saturday September 28
Bank Street Players of Decatur will hold auditions for
It 's a Wonderful Life at 10 a.m. at Wesley United Methodist Church on Westmeade St. just off Danville Rd.
Directed by Sylvia Barham. Performances at the Princess Theatre. Rehearsah will begin October I . Rehearsals are Tuesdays and Thursdays 6-9 p.m. and Saturday,;
9:30- 12. For more information, contact Sylvia Barn.am at
353-1200.

Ongoing Through October 1
UA H Uni ver!.ity Center Gallery present<, Leslie
Knei<,el : Progressive Lies. Art on view in the UA H University Center Gallery on the Campu'> Unhersity Center
Gallery. Hours are Monday-Saturday from 8:30 a.m. until
9:30 p.m., and Sundays lrom 11 :00 a.m. until 7:00 p.m. For
more infonnation about thi'> exhibit plea-,e contact the
Department of Art and An Hi,tory at 824-6114.
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Can the spam: Falling that,
at least set some standards
Knight Ridder/
Tribune News Service
If o;;omeone tried to judge the content of your character by the contents of your e-mail inbox, how would you
fare? Well, it\, wouldn't be a pretty picture- if you arc
<,ubjccted to the torrent of unbidden advertising messages that plagues many e-mail use~.
For that reason alone, it's worth applauding three
national com,umer group'>· effort to persuade the fed,
to crack down on deceptive junk mail. After all. commercial c-mailers-rveyor<, of what's commonly known as
spam-must think you're a deadbeat. in hock up to the
neck. How else to explain all those "Quick Cash!" messages?
They al!.o figu r e you haven't dated in years
('"Lonely?"). that you're into kinky stuff no family newspaper would mention. and that you're looking to enhance ... e r, "performance" with ome snake-o il product.
Also: You 're a sucker for every get-rich-quick scheme.
The truth, of course, is that you, if typical, are an
unwilling recipient o f a ll this j unk e-mail. Didn' t ask for
it; wi h it would go away. (OK, maybe not the "absolutely, po itively free" week in Cancun offer.)
The consumer coalition-Consumer Action, the Telecommunications Research and Action Center and ational Consumers League-feels your pain. They warn
correctly that spam threatens to overwhelm inboxes, making e-mail use less as a means to communicate. The
groups have asked the Federal Trade Commission to
sue spammers whose e-mail pitches are smarmy.
How to do that, while a t the same time respecting the
free-speech rights of advertisers? The groups reasonably suggest the FfC co uld set standards for advertising e-mail.
The agency wouldn' t- nor should it- ban any specific e-mail pitch. Rather, it would apply truth-in-advertising standards. For instance, e-mailers might have to
give authe ntic return addresses, plus offer the option of
being re moved from a mailing list. And no e-ma il could
be sent to someone who had opted out of mai lings.
The standards wouldn't stop c;pammers. But full disclosure might make some adverfr,crs Jes, interc,tcd in
spam-style campaigns. That could trim the a\'alanche of
messages. (E-mail filtering ,oftware is another option.
But ad\ertiscrs tend to find way, to get around ,uch
software.)
The FTC'-. current focus on prosecuting fmudulent
spam makes ,en-,e. But it should consider ,etting e-mail
standards that could put more manner, on the woN
spammers and that those two can somehow be mutually
exclw,ive.
Obviously, education and employment arc very closely
tied, and we as a ociety <,hou ld at the very minimum,
admit the truth about the futu re we are providing our
children, and the opportunities we are both providing
and deny ing.
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The Exponent Staff:

Editorial
LETTERS

he Editor

Dear Editor:
I have a somewhat different opinion on thi\ whole
dhcussion going on over
Frosh Mosh and sorority recruitment. I ju,t tran-.ferred to
UAII from another school,
where I was (and still am) a
Delta Gamma. I ha\C seen and
talked to some of the Greek
girls here and both sororities
seem to be good one!-. I also
know a couple of Greek guys,
and their organizations seem
to be good ones as well. That

being said. rm a little disappointed with the Greek system overall at UAH.
Fir-.t. I agree with Geof in
that recruitment comes at a
\Cry bad time. At m} pre, ious -;chool. recruitment
stam the first week in September (this year ii was Sep.
5-8). Thi-, is still a little early
in the semester. but gives the
girls time to at least find their
first class before ha\ing to
decide about rush! Bui I also
agree with '"Ms. Herrin" that

We Want
Your Letters!
The Exponent welcomes letters to the Editor concerning any topic. Letters should be typed or submitted on
disk and no longer than 300 words. The Exponent does
not require student numbers, phone numbers, or address
to accompany letters to the Editor. Please include your full
name with any submissions. Name and title only, if applicable, will be published, although names can be withheld
upon request. The Exponent reserves the right to edit al l
materials submitted for publication.
Letters should be typed, submitted on disk, or emailed
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edi1 all materi,1J.. ,ubmlltcd for publication.

you can'tju-.t pick w-hen you
do recruitment. In Delta
Gamma's case. this i<; decided
by the national sorority.
which is a little harder to con, ince than '"pre\ailing upon
the powers that be" as Geof
put it. There would be a lot of
time and paperwork invol\'ed
in getting those dates moved.
The la<;t thing I wanted to
addre-;s was the way this issue has become a bickering
session. From people on the
outside of it who are NOT
Greek (which is a large percentage at UAH). this makes
the Gree k system look j ust as
they always sus pected: a
bunch of shallow people arguing over who came to a
concert and who didn't come,
etc. As all Greeks know, being in a sorority or fraternity
does not make you shallow.
But tittering over things like
this makes others think so,
and it sho uld be avoided .
EspeciaJly in a school-wide
newspaper!
G reeks are supposed to be
united in their causes, even
if they are not in the same
organizat ion . Th at's what
Panhelle nic i supposed to
promote and everyone
should be displaying. I wish
I could be invohed in the
UAH Gree k system so that
maybe I cou ld help make
some positi\:e c hange,. If
Delta Gamma had a chapter
here I would join right in, but
for now all I can offer is my
opinion.

Thanks,
Brandi ~

n

Zeta u of Delta Gamma
Dear Editor:
I'm writing in response to
the artic le written by Geof
Morri (Same Song, Second
Verse). Seeing how I am a
very small pan of the 97 percent which he referred to, I
feel as though I should respond to the article and supply ome possible reasons
for the low attendance.
Firstly, I do agree that it
was bad planning on the part
of someone, but I' m not paid
to point fi ngers, and I think
yo u h ave al ready done
e nough of that for the both
of u . Along the same lines, I
think the time of the show
could have been better.
Since such a small population of the student body
actuall y lives on campus. a
safer bet may have been to
have the event during the af-

temoon. A much larger majority of the students are on
campus then and may ()(ls,ibly be more inclined to slop
by and -;ec what', going on.
Pe~onally, I like the band
Stir. but not enough to drive
back to campus on a Friday
night. but hey. that's just me,
rm sure there arc a ton of reasons why people chose not
to attend. Plain and -.implc,
some people may not Iike that
kind of music, and you
shouldn't expect them to
come and pretend like they
are having fun .
I'm not sure about this,
but I think it's safe to say that
you have not attended every
university sponsored event
during your time at UAH, so
until that day rolls around
please don' t preach to us
about event attendance.
Thanks for reading

Bobby Digital
Editor's Note: This letter
was written in response to
Chris Brown's column, "The
Necessit_)! of Abolition"
which appeared in the September 12 edition of The Exponent. To view this article,
go
to

O

w11w.11aht•i:po11e11t.co111.

Hello,
I just wanted to congratulate! }'OU for your orl!at article
'"The l!cessity of Abolition" I am a fordgn student,
and l nc!ver could undcr,tand
ho"" such a barbarian practice as death penalty could
exist in a modern country. I
sincerely hope that the opinions you voiced will encourage people to think about it.

Best regards,
Damien Marsic
Jennifer Hill and Expo11e11I
staff:
As a seniorat UAH, I have
read my share of editions of
The Exponent, and I must
sa y that I was very
impressed with th is week's
issue. I feel that the article
regarding police ethics was
very well-written and quite
infonnative, leaving readers
to form their own opinions on
the matter. It was, I believe,
un-biased and professional.
I also was extremely impressed with the Opinion
segment of the paper. The
range of i,,ue-. addrc,sed
was broad, and the idea., were
refreshing. Good
Elise Lacy
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... let's talk about Greek
politic~. There's much ado in
Athens about how much
money should be spent combating terrorism in light of
the 2004 Olympic Games.
Okay. I can't even type
that with a straight face. So
let me say my one Greek-related thing for thi-. article and
then move on to something
that addresses the other 97
percent of the -;tudent body
[a, if addrcc;sing the Greeks
doe,n't, really I: when I wrote
ta,1 week\ column for 11,e
fapone11t, I had no idea that
one of the letter writer's
name would be withheld
when the article went to print.
This i quite obvious. as I

proceeded to u. e that
individual's la t name in several spot in my article. I asure you that l am more than
a bit mifTed about this. A willful inclusion of that name in
violation of that person ''.'I
desire for privacy would have
been, to quote my,elf,
"monumentally stupid".
Now, really, for something
completely different, let's talk
about why political activity
is a necessary evil. Any governmental system based
upon American political ideal -whether that be our
Student Government Association, the various political
entities in the State of Alabama. or the national govern-

ment-rule, on one main
principle: that the government rules under the just con~ent of the go\erned.
Some of you are no doubt
laughing here. Those of you
that are probably believe that,
in-.tead of Lincoln's ideab in
the Geuy,burg Addre'>s, our
government i, now a government ofthe special interests.
by the special interem, and
for the special i11tert·ltS. My
re!.ponse to thb i , "And thi,
is new how'?"
I refer you to Federalist
Paper #10, written by James
Madi'>on and published in
the New York Packet on Friday, O\ember 23, 1787. In
Federalist #10, Madison

speaks of the ills of "factions", or what we'd today
con,;ider special interesh.
However, Madison make,
the logical progres,1on :
',Ometimes, "factions" are the
majority. Sinc e the other
premise of American political
thought ;., "the majority
rule ", isn't this a problem?
Simply put, no. To quote
Madison, "There are again
two methods of remo\. ing the
causes of faction: the one, by
destroying the liberty which
i'> e scntiaJ to ih exi,tence;
the other, by gi, ing to every
citizen the same opinions, the
same passions, and the ,ame
interesb." Madison goes on
GEOFpage15

Perpendicular Perspectives: Bush vs. Congress
J.luor, \'otf': Ant/11111,· /lo/den u11d Geo/ \forrfa "'ill 11ntt a poi111koun/erp<11nt (lniclt' for 17,e l.tp,ment durin g tht' 2002 03 1choo/ ,ear.
H,,w, n i., a 1tnior m, ,·hunical rng,nurmg 111a;t1r from, T«n♦.iu,c, u•d Jforr11 /\ a :!00:! uem,pace rnginerrms: s mdu,,u and u mll\trr·,
candidate in public c1/Ji1irs from Alabama.
()

By Anthony Holden

By Geof F. Morris
Opinion Writer

morrisg@email.uah.edu
As A nthony noted, this
topic is a bit of a deceased
equine, but llog on we shall.
President George W.
Bu,h, as part of a quest to rid
the world of threats to the
American populace, has determined that Iraq has acq uired and/or developed
weapons of mass destructi on-specifically nuclear,
biological, and chemical
( BC) agents. Since Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein
has used NBC agents before,
it stands to reason that
Hussein will use them again.
He certainly has little reason
to love the United States, especially after a stinging defeat of his forces in 199 I and
then a decade of sanctions
and no-lly Lones sternly enforced with American military
might.
To be quite clear, however,
Bush isn't claiming that
Hussein isn't operating a terrorbt campaign in the United
State .. While 9/11 ma termind Mohammed Atta may
ha\e met with Iraqi intelligence officials prior to the
attacks of last year, this
doesn't necessarily imply
that Hu. sein Wlli> involved in
the 9/11 altacks. Presumably,
if it could be proven that Iraq

Part
was involved, Bush wou ld
have a lready directed air
strikes o n Baghdad under
provisions of the 9/14/200 1
Congre sional resolution
authoriLing Bush to use military force to combat world
terrorism.
At this point, weapons
inspectors aren' t the answer
in Iraq. Over the past week,
Bush has spoken with Congressional officials and made
a speech at the United ations urging the u~ of preemptive force against Iraq. I
think Bush would forestall
any attack plans were Iraq to
allow inspectors again, but
this simply forestalls the inevitable.
Since lraq cannot be attacked under the provisions
of the 9/14/01 resolutionde. pite any arguments by
Mr. Holden to the contraryBush needs Congre . ional
approval to attack Iraq when
the time comes. Why? Article I, Secuon 8 of the Constitution provides Congress
with the power to declare war.
Bu<;h can use the military a.'i
he see fit, but his de.,ired
course of action b certainly
quite clo. e to that of war.
Gaining Congrcs ional ap. . . PART lpatge 15

Opinion Writer

holdena@emaiLuab.edu
I can see the head I inc
now: " PETA File Charge
Against UAH Opinion Write~ Following Allegation of
Beating a Dead Hor,e"
Although Pre:.ident Bush
has already stated hi intentions to address Congre s
about the pre . ing is,ue of
Saddam Hus ein, is he constitutionally required to do
·o?
I am sure it will be argued
that under the Constitution,
Article I, Section 8, that President Bu h is required to go
before Congre s to get a
Declaration of War before
any military intenention
takes place in Iraq. Thi, howe\er I inaccurate. Congre. s
already asserted it, power
with ib hastily wri11en respon,e to the September I I,
200 I terroriM attacks. On
September 14, 2001, Congres'> passed the following:
Authorization for Use of
Military Force
Section 2. Authori1.a1ion
for Use of nited State'>
Anned Forces
(a) That the pre<,1dent ;.,
authorized to use all nece sary and appropriate force
again,t those nation,. organizations, or per.ons he determines planned, authori1,ed,

committed, or aided the terrorist auacks that occurred
on Sept. I I , 200 I , or harbored
such organizations or per'>On , in order to prevent any
future ach of international
terrorism against the United
State by such nations, organizations or pe~ons.
(Entire resolution can easily be found on the Internet.)
The ambiguity in the exact target(s) was intentional,
as Congress was unaware of
the responsible parties in the
attacks. Facts persist that
show Iraq falls under this
resolution of war; Iraq being
the fir<.t of many. (They ju. 1
happen to be the ea iest to
addre<,s a'> they c;till lack
nuclear capability.)
Although President Bu,h
is constitutionally authorized
10 go into Iraq under this resolution. he ha chosen not to
exercise thi power at this
ume. Instead, Pre,ident Bu,h
addre sed world leaders on
September 12, 2002 and
pointed out the many llagrant
violations of the U ceasefire agreement by Iraq (-.ee U
Resolution 687.) By violating
the cea,e-fire, Saddam
Ilus ein has needlessly put
h1'> people in harm's way
see PART2 page 15

This upcoming week is going to be a busy one for
everyone. If you are reading this article Thursday morning, you ,till ha,·e time to fill out an application for the
SGA Senate election,. The House rnted to extend the
application deadline 10 this Thur-.day, September 19 •
in order to allow everyone a chance to run.
This;., something to take very -.eriously; even if you
choose not to run, you should actively participate in
the elections which will take place Tuesday and
Wednesday of next week (September 24"' and 25...). These
indi, iduals will be your representatives for the next year,
and will be speaking on your behalf on many i'>-,ues
that can directly innuence you. Applications arc available at the UC info desk and the SGA office, and elections will be taking place at the UC.
In other projects. I -;trongly urge you to become invohed with STARS. which is Student Teams Ad,ocating Reali. tic Solution,. l.a.'>t year, we had 500 members
at this university, and this year we arc trying for 1,000
member-,. It will not cost you anything to join, and by
joining. you help to assure that leg1sla1or. acro-.s the
state take notice when we ,;ay we need equal funding
from the state for our schools. when we say our faculty
de<,erve competitive pay, and when we say that both K12 and Higher Education are integral parts of our state'
education ..,y,tem. Often, our voice bas been brushed
aside, and it is time that this changed. This group helps
to organize Higher-Ed day in Montgomery, as well as
everal other projects throughout the year such as voter
registration drives and other ral lies. Please stop by the
SGA office for more infonnation on how you can get
involved.
I would like to thank the CSO and UAH Housing for
their hard work in co-sponsori ng the September I l 1h
Remembrance last week, and especially the hard work
ofWinfred Felton. rt was a very moving ceremony where
we were able to honor some of our local heroes and hear
their individual ,tories from the tragedy. Thanks again
to everyone who was involved in this project.
Finally, the revised Finance Club Handbook will be
up for di<;cussion at our next meeting. I trongly encourage all organizations to attend the meeting to see
what changes will be occurring, and to provide additional input into our deci ion making process. SGA
meeting are open to aJI, and are every Monday night in
UC 131 at 8:45. I hope to see you all there.

0.
Editor's Note: The Exponent reserves the right to edit letters to the
editor for errors, punctuation,
clarification, and to con/orm to
length and sty le requirements.
Please try to limit your letters to
250 words or less. Opinions expressed in columns or letters are
those ofthe authors, and not necessarily that of The Exponent, its
staff or management.
0
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to note that the first method
i as bad as the disease it'>elf: to Americans, a governmental ~ystem that does not
secure liberty is not worth a
thing. As Madison says,
"Liberty is to faction what air
is to fire, an ali ment without
which it in tantly expire,."
But what of giving everyone the ~rune "opinion ...
passJOns, and ... interests"?
We ll, that seems quite foolish as well. To tum our society into a group of mindless

automatons with rigidly similar values may be the ideal of
some, but that is certainly
quite a '>mall faction. Also. a'>
Madbon notes, "As long as
the reason of man continues
fallible, and he is at liberty to
exercise it, different opinions
will be formed."
What, then, does this
matter to you? Am I s imply
quoting Madison in an effort
to get brownie points with Dr.
Spitz for PSC 500 and fill up
column inches simulta-

neously? No, it' - to talk
about why your vote means
something. If you skip way
down in Fcdcrafol # I 0. Madison says, "The inference to
which we are brought i-,, that
the causes of faction cannot
be removed, and that relief is
only to be sought in the
means of controlling its effects." This is done in two
way : by ensuring that any
faction is not in the majority.
and by ensuring that the
voices of every faction, no

matter how ugly, are heard.
This, my friends, is why
you should vote. I'm sure
that many of you seem to
think that one faction or another has a strangleho ld on
UA H politics-whether you
think that be geeks, Greeks.
or freaks. (When you con'\ider that l got elected to positions in three straight years,
you might want to point to
that last one ... ) If you want
to ensure that one faction
does not have a majority, all

you have to do is size that
faction and then make sure
that + I students \Ole-and
then the faction's majority
stat us is gone. Also, you
may very well be a faction of
one (cue patriotic U.S. Army
commercials. rnaestro!), but
your voice is being heard, no
matter what it is.
Senate elections are next
Tuesday and Wednesday. In
November, state and national e lections will take
place here in Alabama and

elsewhere if you aren't an
Alabama resident. It is your
civic duty to vote. and I
would hope that you con~ider it as such. But if that's
not enough for you, take
some time and think about
what you can do to increase
or decrease the power of a
certain faction-your own,
someone e lse's, whatever.
People often say, "My vote
doesn't count." That's
true-but only when you
don't cast it.

-0

PROTEST from page 1
ence."
On Monday, the students
decided to hold this protest
or demonstration, made Oyer~ on Tuesday, and handed
out the 0yers on Wednesday
and Thursday, according to
Kolter. The students handed
out approximately 400 0yers
announcing the date and time
of their demonstration to
mise awareness about excessive force.
" We are against excessive force. If you think about
it, it is a safety issue that hap-

pcned," added Kolter.
Student Government A sociation (SGA) President
Leonard Frederick agreed that
students have the right to be
heard if they do so in a non"iolenl manner. "As long as
they were voicing their opinion in a peaceful manner, then
I think it's good for students
to voice their concerns," said
Frederick. In addition,
Frederick invites any student
to come to the SGA with concerns about this or any other
matter.

People never cease to amaze me. They complain about
problems, yet do nothing to try and remedy the m. Take the
students on this campus. I know what you are thinking,
here comes another article about how much there is to do
on campus and how we should all be involved in e verything. WeJI, you are wrong. There is nothing to do on campus. I mean close to nothing. And there are fewer opportunities every day.
Without solid numbers, I estimate we have half the number of clubs on this campus that we had chartered maybe
five or six years ago and they are dropping every year, both
because students won't join and therefore the clubs die.
But this is not a call to participate in on campus clubs.
More it is a call to becom e involved . ln something. On
campus, off campus, it doesn' t m atter. Do something that
makes you happy.
I know there are those living on campus now wh o vegetate in the ir rooms, glued to the ir computers, thinking that
they are happy. 1 was one of those, for two solid years.
Then I moved out on my own, got a job, and was even less
social. Then I had a sudden realization, life i lonely without new faces, people to talk to and share idea,; with. someone to spar with verbally when you are in the mood for a

hStudents have every
right to protest on campus,"
said Delois Smith Vice President for Student Affairs.
"The UC (University Center)
out to the sidewalk is designated as a free speech area
on campus.··
"They (the group of protestors) did let me know that
they were going to hold a
protest. They also made sure
that they told me it would be
peaceful. They were exercising their right, and they did it
in an appropriate manner,"

added Smith.
"However. I asked them if
they would not do it. It was a
reque t, not a demand," said
Smith. "I asked them to not
do it because our investigation was ongoing. and we had
not come to any conclusion.
I felt the protest was premature. I would have rather that
they had waited until our internal investigation was completed."
Despite the small turnout,
these UAH students believe
they accomplished their goal.

fight, and perhaps someone to confide in when you have
feelings you want to get someone else's opinion on. It is
important to meet new people, even if you are afraid to, as I
once was.
The old cliche, "variety is the spice of life" is no less apt
now then it was then. In an age of on line gaming, shopping,
and chatting, as well as pay-at-the-pumps, drive up ATMs,
and other such computerized luxuries, human contact is at
an all-time low.
If it weren' t for classes and work, I could almost go every
day without speaking to another living soul in person. Yet I
would much prefer the company of several of my friends
and a walk through campus than sitting in front of a PC
lying to myself about how lonely I am. And that's what it
truly is, and those of you who see yourself as I am describing how I was, if you w ill take my advice and try meeting
new people and experiencing the j oy of finding someone
you really connect with, I feel you will thank me someday.
And those of you who think you aren' t like what I am
describing, yet spend most nights in front of your PC with
little human interaction, I predict one day you will realize I
am right, and you will then find new friends and begin to
truly cherish the company of your fellow man. I know I have
rambled over several topics, and I apologize for opening the
door to my thought patterns for all of you to experience and
be frightened by, but I hope you see my point, take my
advice and meet new people because there really is nothing
more satisfying than having someone to trade verbal a'>saults with without fear of retribution.

Editor's Note: Ever have a strong opinion about something that you
wish you could tell the world? Ever want to gripe about something
on campus but don't know whom to tell? Ever wish you could rant
and rave about whatever you wanted and have it published? This
privilege is solely reserved for opinion columnists anymore. The
Soapbox will be a weekly open forum for students to get on their
soapboxes and tell the UAH world how they feel about it. Students
can send columns of approximately 450-500 words to
hilljr@email.uah.edu or drop them off at The Exponent office in the
University Center, Room 104. Submissions must be in by Monday, 2
p.m. Students may write about anything from politics to campus
events to their pet peeve-whatever you want to write about as long
as you keep it clean!

As students passed by to
enter or exit the UC, the demonstrators were there to ask
whether or not they had
heard about the incident that
occurred the weekend before.
"We're still gonna stay our
here because a l_ot of people
don't know what' going on,"
said Kolter; "they need to
know what happened. About
75 percent of the students we
talked to know about the incident; some didn't know, but
they know about it now," said
Kolter.
According to Frederick,
the SGA cannot do anything
else in this matter at this point
in time. " Before we can do
anything he has to fi le a report w ith student affairs,"
said Frederick , "and we can't
do anything until they make
a final ruling."
In regards to this entire
situation, Smith said some
pieces have been omitted.
''This whole thing was centering around police procedures and what was protocol," said Smith. "Here is what
has bee n conveniently left
o ut
of
thi s
who le
process .. . There were two
precip ita ting things that
started this thing," added
Smith.
The students who were at
southeast housing playing
voUeyball were in violation of
the campus quiet policy, and
the RA had to talk to them
not once but twice, according to Smith. The housing
hours of the quiet policy are
Sunday thru Thursday I 0
p.m. to 8 a.m. and Friday thru
Saturday midnight to JO a.m.
"The violation took place on
that particular Sunday moming atapproximately2:30 a.m.
to 3 a.m., which is during that
time period of being quiet,"
aid Smith.
"The first time the RA

went out to stop them from
making all this noise was
I I :30 p.m. Saturday evening.
They did quiet down the first
time," said Smith. but the second time the RA went out
again, around 2:30 a.m., the
students did not quiet down.
They ignored him, and one
of the students cursed him
out. That student did later
apologize," said Smith.
"The second point that
has been over looked is that
Mr. Craft plus the student
who cursed the RA were publicly intoxicated," said Smith
Therefore, the students
broke a university and city of
Huntsville policy, according
to Smith.
"Those two main things
were left out and you cannot
look at this situation without
looking at the precipitating
events," said Smith; "everyone is supposed to follow the
rules. Procedures, policies,
and rules are put in place for
a reason and when they are
not followed yo u h ave
ch aos, which means it starts
with everyone following the
ruJes," added Smith. "I am in
no way defending the police
because I'm still finishing up
on the investigation," said
Smith.
"On most college campuses 60 percent of violent
behaviors involved alcohol
and that was according to a
year 2000 college alcohol survey done by Ander!>on and
Gadaleto," said Smith.
"My investigation has revealed this information thus
far ... there is a difference in
how law enforcement agents
define resistance as compared to what a layman looks
at and calls resistance. Resistance is when you are not
compliant with what you are
told to do," said Smith. 0
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range outcome of the progmm i, to impnn c ad, ising
sen·ice,
for students
through a tangible reward
system.
In order to be nominated,
Bell had to ha, c lcttcn. of recommendation from UAH profe soTh and studcnb. Nomination letters were written by
Or. Kirkpatrick, Dean of Liberal Arts, Dr. Martine. Department Chair of Philosophy, Dr.
Colclough, Department Chair
of Sociology, Dr. Severn, Associate Professor of History,
Susan Gill, Certification Officer for Education Department and Bernice BitsisRush, Dircctorof Advisement
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proval is a Constitutional requirement.
However, Congressional
approval is more than just the
la\1.-it's also a good idea.
We may all be too young to
remember it ,cry clearly. but
public sentiment wasn't
lockstep in favor of taJcing the
\\.arto lraq back in 1990. Until the Congre,s passed a
resolution authorizing Bush
to use force iflr.i.q didn't meet

a genuine commitment to

for the College of Admini,.
trative Science. Student,
sent in t\\.ent} lc:tter, of recommendation
The
ACAOA Selection Committee chose award recipient,
based on the..e recommendations and a personal ,tatement from the nominee on
advising.
'"Ille Selection Committee
i compo ed of ACADA
member and leader:. with
varying advi ing backgrounds and from different
type of institution ," explained Wolf.
Bell knows hi way
around UAH. He graduated
umma cum laude in 1995

with a double tnajor BA in
p,ychology and philo,oph},
He rece1"ed h" MA in p,ychology m 2000.
While Bell wa, completing his Ma,;ter\ degree. he
"a, hired the ,ummer of
1998 as the Academic Ad, isor for Liberal Arts. He became interested in coun cling from hi advisor Dr.
Kirkpatrick. The job offers
him a chance to use both hb
psychology and philo ophy.
"I like seeing the immediate
re ults of helping tudents as
opposed to clinical counseling, which I was originally
going for," said Bell. "I aJso
enjoy the interaction with the

,tudenh 'This i, a ,cry intere,ting and rewarding.job. I'm
happy to h:n-e received recognition for something I Im c
to do, but I don't do anything
different than any other advisor. Every ad, i,or on campu,
doe, an excellent job and
would love to help you."
Or. Franz, President of
UAH, commented that he was
pleased to hear about Bell
being recognized on the national level. "Mr. Bell is a
model of the type of advisor
we want to ee here at UAH.
Over the past few years I have
received many favorable
comments on the job he has
been doing. Advising is enor-

mou,l) important for AH.
Our ad-. isor, are here to help
the ,tudents."
All of the UAH faculty.
administration and staff contacted agreed that Bell deserves the AC ADA award.
Bernice 811 U!-.-Rush, Director of Advising for the College of Admini trative Science commented, "Mr. Bell
has the highest work standard and is of the highe t
caliber. He does an excellent
job."
Fran Johnson, Associate
Provost for Undergraduate
Studie and Chair of the Academic Advisement Committee, said, "Frank Bell has

the demand in the various
U Security Council resolutions regarding the annexation of Kuwan, pubhc opinion was harply divided on
the use of force. After the
resolution, public opinion
crystallized to be strongly in
support of action.
These are. howe,er, different times. Unlike 1990, this
President Bush actually has
a majority in one house of

Congress, and face-. only a
ra.ror-thin majority opposition
in the other house. It\, become clear in the la,t week
that "Congresscritters" on
both sides of the aisle arc
coming to Bu h's , iew of
thing-., and for Bush', poliucal future, this is a good
thing. Pundits on the Left
gleefully note that Bu h's job
approval ratings have been
waning in the past few

months; being a deci,ive
wartime President should ,olidify Bush\ stranglehold on
the job.
Howe\er, going to Congress v.on't be a cakewalk.
Congres, is likely to ,ct a
framework that will limit
Bu, h's options. This is a
good thing: we do not need
an open-ended conflict. If the
American military is to invade
Iraq. remo\e Hus ein from

power, in tall a puppet government and erve as an army
of occupation for half a decade or more, this should be
et out clearly now while the
debate is till ongoing. Support of a similar operation in
the Balkan-. during the mid90-. exposed President Bill
Clinton to considerable criticism, and Bush would be
wise to avoid such a situation now.

Bush has to go to Congress for permission, and
that's that. If Congress gets
on board. then the American
people will very likely fall in
line-despite what the pundits and poll ·ter, may tell
you. If the cause is noble and
just, it wi II be done ... but the
road to Baghdad runs
through the U.S. Capitol.

nothing as our interest, are one other ad\"antagc. It ha-.
endangered.
been a long standing preceSo why did President dent that no fom1al declara
Bu,h decide to build a world uon of war is needed from
coalition against Iraq? For Congres~ tor our troop, to
one,theU i, -esp<.1ru.iblc for be involved in UN conllich.
th,., problem rif not entorc- ,. TIN, keeps ne.:o,sary military
ing 11s own resolution,. More action from being milroaded
importantly, it keep., u, from by Democr-.ih playing poli
shouldering thi, burden tic, in Congre".
Howe, er, Geof and I are
alone l.JI\ 1molvement ha.,

beating a dead horse as
President Bush fully intends
to go before Congress. Al
though Con,titutionall} un
neces,ary, doing otherv.isc
would be ,uicidal. President
Bw,h mu,t attain o,erwhelming public support tor action
again,t Iraq ,ing Vietnam
a~ an example, the people
v.on't tolerate a k1sing. pro-

longed, ··objecti\'eless" campaign. The case must be
clearly laid out before the
public to build resolve . Further, President Bush can not
cftecti, ely lead a military
campaign if Congre~, decide, to cut military funding.
I sincerely hope that w~cn
Pre-.ident Bush docs go before Congrcs,, the} will be

able to set a.,idc election politics long enough to do the
right thing before Saddam
Hussein decide, that it's time
for man to tum the world O\. er
to Cher and the cockroaches.
Sun-tzu understood all
this in the masterpiece "The
Art of War" (an excel lent reference for "contlict management/resolution.")

performance .
But there is another side
to the Pep Band - the illy
side. Members receive a nickname and have that name
po ted on the back of their
hockey jer ey. One per on

who goc, by the name of
"Yuckee" said that the Pep
Band works hard to "spread
peppiness everywhere we
go." Also, the band has a pregame ritual of downing about
20 Pixie Stix before going out

to play. The main focus is really just "to go out there, play
music, and have fun," Child
says.
So, if you o r someone you
know plays an instrument and
would like to be in a band,

keep in mind that the UAH
Pep Band is always looking
for new, energetic, and enthusiastic people to join in the
fun. You can contact Doug
Childs at doug @dc-vc.net.

student!-. and recogniLe, the
importance of quality
ad,i,ing for <,tudent
,ucce,s at UAH."
Bell encourages ,tudents
in need of advi ement to call
and make an appointment or
just stop by his office in
Morton Hall 216. So, if you
would like award-winning advice go see Mr. Frank Bell or
call for an appointment at 8242867. His office hours are 8: 15
a.m. t o 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday. (j

PART2from page 13
again. By shirking ih responsibility and allov. ing Saddan,
Hussein to ignore the cea,elire, the l
is losmg its a,rt1ve power. TI1e l ' 's o,er~helming patience with Iraq
ft1, turther suh, e rting the
peace and safet~ of everyone in the world. And a,
Pre,1dent Bush :..tatcd. we
"ill 0-01 stand idly by and do

BAND from page 1
in order to go to the hockey
tournament and be able to put
on other evenl'-, but they
need more people to know
who they are and what they
do first. However, the band
i not just expanding their
performance venues, but
also expanding their musical
repettoire.

The Pep Band is adding
about I 0-15 new pieces that
they hope will add some
picc into thetr performance .
Even though they plan to
keep many of the old favorites, Childs would like to give
the band enough material so
that they will not have to repeat any songs in several

re
hus
in
nts
>moks
sisnot
are

Campus Club Wire
Ediwr's Note: tJi, 1:.q,onrnl resen·es the right to edit all submissions for content. Due to space requirements, please
limit announcements to approximate/\• 75 words. All submissions must be given directly to Jennifer Hill, Editor in The
Exponent office, 10-t University Center or emailed to Jennifer Hill at exponcnt@email.uah.edu 110 later than 2 p.m. on
Friday '\lo rnbmi.Hions left in tire dn,p-bo:c 'l\'ill be printed A111101111cements are pn.ferred on cltsk. Announcements with
grt1p/11cs wi/11101 he accepted
~i Chi Dell\e~! Piu.a for lunch on Monday, ept 23 in the Morton Hall Lobby! I I a.m. till noon. 2 slices/ 3. Everyone
welcome' Sec you there.

0

la\-·o- lavic C lub-Thursday, September 19. film: "Anna Karenina." 7 p.m. in Monon Hall room 304.
ew

To find out
what this sun
means check out
page 11.

1edia Consortium

will be taking a trip to tour WZYP Studio~ on Sept. 26.
We will be meetmr there at, p m. Everyone i welcome to come. ational Society or Black Engineers eminar Monday
September23,8:30 P.M. Admm1stra11ve cience Building, Room 114.
The Black Student Association will be ha,ing a piva sale Thursday, September 19 from 11 :30-2:30 p.m. in the
Administrative Science Building, (the lobby). Please come and get some delicious pizza.
The IEEE- AH Student Branch will be spon,oring a tour ofADTRA on Friday, September 27 at I p.m. The tour will
include tour, of both towers which contain engineering design labs, production areas, and test lab . (Hopefully we'll get
to. ee the "Lightning Room" where they imulate zapping their equipment with lightening). On Thursday, October IO at
7:30 p.m. IEEE-UAH will be ho ting Dr Paul Ruffin of the US Army Aviation & Mi ile Command to peak on current
MEMS teehnologies. (EB 254) For information on these and other lEEE-UAH programs and events, visit http://ieec.uah.edu.
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Want to place a classified?
Come by The Exponent in UC
104, call 824-6090, or email
exponent@email.ua h .ed u.
Students and faculty are
FREE!!!

HELP
WANTED

FOR
SALE

Sailboat Crew Wanted- Experienced foredec k pe rson
(s tu de nt
or
fac ult y)
needed to ai l some Saturdays a nd/or Sundays this fall
on Wheeler Lake. Transportation provided if needed . Call
824-2327 and leave a mes..-;age
or write ontogeny I @
earthlink.net.

95 Saturn SLl - 108k miles,
automatic, great conditio n!
$2500. Call 337- 19 19 and leave
message.

Preschool Of The Arts seeks
highly motivated, energetic,
positive teache r for our 2's
and 3's. Must have an understanding of the importance of
developing self-esteem, confide nce and independence in
the c hildren. Contact Lori
Lawles for more information
at 53Cr9402.

SPRING BREAK 200
T ravel With STS Americas
# I Stude nt Tour Operator
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco
Bahamas, or Florida
Sell Trips Earn Cash Travel
Free Information/
Reservations

J-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com

r-------,

I
Fraternities
I
Sororities
I
Clubs
I Student Groups
I Earn $ 1,000-$2,000 this se-

mester w it h a proven
: CampusFundra i e r 3 ho ur
fun d ra is ing eve nt. Our

IProgr.un.s make fund-rais-

1ing easy with no risks.

I Fundrasing dates are filling
Iq uickly, so get with the proIgram ! It wo rks. Contact
campusFu ndraiser a t
1
I(888)923-3238, ~r vis it
L ~.campusfundraiser.com..J
~•

,aPI.CO • .WAAtA
SAKAiWtR.{.CDA

1993 BMW 325 is red.leather,
s unroof.Excellent Co nditio n
$9500. Call 5335794
1989 Camaro RS V6 automatic
177k miles, rebuilt motor and
transmi ssion. $2,000 or best
offer. Red. Please call 93 1937-0042
1985 Ho nda Acco rd white
with black hood, sunroof. 5
speed, needs brakes. 180k
miles. $800. Call 864-2528.
2000 Honda Civic SI, Black,
mileage, sunroof, new tires.
Goodconclition. $14,200. Call
Keith at (256) 289-5340 or
(256) 859-0545.
95 Ford Escort (LX Hatchback 4D) -95k m., automatic,
ac, like new tires, excellent
condition! $3500. Call 6827083 or723-35 J4.
26" street bicycle w/ flashing
light. $30. Call% 1-7047 leave
message.

FOR
RENT
Room for rent. Clo ·e enough
to walk to class. $350/m cable/
phone/internet included. Call

683.8526.

FOUND
Jewelry Found in Spraggins
Parking Lot. Found the week
of Aug 25th-30th. Please call
to identify 824-3103.

Classifieds
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For answers to the weekly crossword puzzle, go online to
•
•
•
•
www.uahexponent.com.
•
•
•
Click on "Xword Answers" on the Navigation Bar.
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• • •••
Fruitful Ideas

Crossword 101 o
ByEdCanty

Across
1 Uncertain
S Nice school
10 Strikebreaker
14 Greater quantity
15 Neck parts
16 Natalie for one
17 Positive
18 Deli serving
20 Long th.in board
21 Bronx cheers
22Compile
23 Denim
25 Group action
27 Be able to buy
29 Daytime phenomenon
33 Governed
34 Ear parts
35 Caviar
36 Pupil
37 Explosive devices
38 Goalie•s feat
39Exist
40 Al Roker•s prediction
41 Mature
42 Affecting the entire body
44 Supplies food
45 Big or down follower
<46 Felon
47 WcstcrD movie
SO Circus performer
51 Regret
54 Crackpots
57 Accumulation of money
58 Frond bearer

59 Merge
60 Verdi•• offering
61 Blew the whistle
62 Soaking vats
63 Particle

Down
l Goblins
2 Comes before music or
dance
3 Cantaloupe pests
4 Uh-huh

5 Wrap up
6 Ms. Burnett
7 Composition
aGarland
9 NYC time
1O Shrimp dish
11 Soft drink
12 Expression of sorrow
13 Bunks
19 Bellow & others
21 Cardinal
24 Miseries
25Di~
26 Singles
27 Divas fortes
28 Like a teddy bear
29 Type of boom
30 Tatgct of 3 Down
31 Hang over
32 Juveniles
34 Boundary
3 7 Garden plants
38 Position
40 Playing card
41 Amtrak need

43 Placing a ball
44 Pursues
46Su~ectof6mo. cbeclcup
47 Switch settings
48 Field of expertise
49 Change direction
50 Short perfonnance
52 Disentangle
53 Party offering
5S Lion offspring
56 Nurses' org.
S 1 Air traffic co.otrollers•
employer
Ouotahk Ouote

Why not go out on a
limb? Isn't that
where the fruit Is?

• • • Frank Scully

By CFR Associates• PO Bo:1461 Schenectady, NY 12309 • Visit ourw b &ite ac www.gfrpuzzles.com

MISC.
by phll ffldonger (www.l-e-x.a>m)

Check out

Ever dream of becoming a
Jedi, or piloting an X-wing?
Bore your friends by discussing about all aspects of Star
Wars? Meet others like yourself and join the Star
Wars Syndicate, Alabama's
premier Star Wars fan club,
today! http://www.swsyndicate.com

Page 11 for
f ree tickets to

Big Spri ng Jam

Female Musicians Wanted!
Looking to start a band, need
musicians. For more info. Call
65Cr9667or468-l 173.Leave
your name and number.
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